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Holland City News.
YOL. YL— NO.

HOLLAND,

11.

VrERNGS, D. R., Drug Store. Fine Drugs, Medat! Icines,Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Per-

TtflUmul (£ity

(Site

fumeries. Eighth

A WEEKLY^NEWSPAPER,

mi?,

•

Dealer in Drugs, Medletc. : Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Dkn Biro's Family Medicines ; River St.

V

See advertisement.

OFPICE : VAN LANDEQEND’S BLOCK.

DOESBURG, Editor and

0. J.

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

<fc

®
®
®
®

“
“

square of ten lines, (nonpareil,) 75 cents
for ilrsi Insertion,and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion for any period under three

months.

Square ...............

8 50
5 00
8 00
.................. 5 0"
8 00 10 00
................ 8 00 10 00 17 oft
Column ............ ...... 1 00 17 00 25 (X)
.............. 17 00 25 00 40 00
................. 25 00 40 00 85 00

•*
*'

”80
1 10

Grain, Feed, Eto.

NUURSBMA

@

Notices of Births, Marriages,and Deaths published withoutcharge.

@

Wheit, white $1 bushel ...........
Corn, shelled V bushel ............
Oats, V bushel ....................
Buckwheat, V bushel ............
'T'K ROLLER, D., Retail Dealer in Dry Goods, Bran. $1 ton .......................
Groceries, etc. ; Notary Public and convey- Feed. |l ton .....................
ancer; office and store, cor. 9th and Market street.
** tflOOlh .....................
Barley, ^ 100 lb ...................
PITTTEN G„ General Dealers, in Dry Middling, V 100 lb .................
Goods. Grocerlee, Crockery,Hats and Caps, Flour. |f 100*». ....................
Pearl Barley, $ 100 lb ..............3 00
Flour, Provisions, etc.; River st.

J

1

An Z before the Subscriber’s name will denote
the expiration of the Subscription.Two ZZ signify that no paper will be continued after date.

VTAN

v

Beef, dressed per

$ail #0»tL.

rAN DER VEEN,

Dealer in GeneralHardware; cor, Eighth and River street.
E.,

B)

ITAN LANDEGEND &

MELIS, Dealeis in
Hard-ware, Tin-ware and Funning Implements; Eighth street.

V

1870.

8,

Hotili.
Arrive at
Uolland.

Train*.

“
“
“
“
4'

'Grand Rapids, *9.45

“

a.

m.

12.00““
1

9.35

p.m.

““

(1.15 a. m.
f5.15 M “
3.10p.m.

*

Muskegon,Pentwater
& Big Rapids. 11.10 a.

“ “&

New

9.30

m.
p.m.

Buffalo

Chicago. |

1.05 a.m. *11.20 a. m.
f 5.10
1215 p.m.
3.05 “
1 9.45 “ “

p.m.

i«

t<

it

tt

A

ETNA HOUSE.

P. Zalsman,

“

f0*’
“ “ ......................io
Lard .................

fllTY HOTEL. J. W. MiNnERHOtrr,

Proprietor.

Liveryand Sale Sublet.

IYOONR & ALBERTI. Livery and Sale Stable.
I)
and bam on Market street. Everything

Office
flrat-class.

VTIBBELINK. J.
1

v

Livery and Sale Stable;

II.,

Officeof Daily Stage Line to Sangatuck, 9th
near Market.

• Mixed trains.
Wagoaaakertand Blackiaitht.
t Daily except Sunday and Monday,
i Dally except Saturday.
f^IJKEMA A BRO., Wagon and Blacksmith
| Mondays only.
1/ Shop. Horse-shoeingand all kinds of repairAll other triiiis dally except Sundays.
ing done. River Street.
All trains on this road, will he run by Chicago
‘time, which is 20 minutes later than Columbus TALISMAN. J., Wagon and Blacksmith Shop;
Xliue.
Horse Shoeing and all kinds of repairing
pone. Cash paid for Furs.

F

Lake Shore and Michigan Southern R. R.
Merchant Tailors

Taken Effect, Sunday, Nov. 21, 1875.

RAPIDS

FROM GR’ND

Express. Mail.
P. M.
15
4 82
5 45
•6 11
6 10
6 35
6 50

A. M.
7 80
7 44
8 26
0 41
9 10
9 85
0 50
A. K.
11 30
P.M.
6 30
P.R.
5 00
P. M.
U 30
A.M.
4 05

-4

PR.
8 30
A.M.
•6.00
A M.
2 40
A. M.
^ 05

T. M
1 1&

TYOSMAN. J. W..
I) In ready made

TO GR'ND RAPIDS.
Express. Mail.

STATIONS.
Grand Rapids.
Grandville.
Allegan.
Otsego.
Piaiuwell

Cooper.
Kalamazoo.
White Pigeon.
Chicago.
Toledo.

A.
10
9
8

M.
10
56
45
|8 16
8 07
7 35
7 85
A.M.
•5 50
, P. M.
10 40
P.M.

P. M.
7 10
0 55
5 45
6 18
5 10
4 45
4 40
P.M.
3 05
A.M.
8 50
A.M.
8 30
A.M
3 40
P.M.
7 55

If55
P.M.
7 40
P.M.
12 10

Cleveland.
Buffalo.

Merchant Tailor, and Dealer
clothing and Gents' Furnish-

ing Goods.

yoRST,

Taken
llolBK
No. 4
f>.

m.

650
5 45

U7
4 00

Horth.
No. 2
p.

8 20
7 45
7 40

Effect,

Solar
No. 8

STATIONS.

m.

12 15
11 45
11 40
11 11
10 35
10 15
9 25

Muskegon
Ferrysburg

Grand Haven
Pigeon
Holland
Fillmore
Allegan

No.

p.

m.

a.

m.

2
2
2
3
8
4
5

00
30
40
18
55
12
00

8
8
0
0
11
11
1

00
50
00
50
15
45
15

O.

Bknbard Wick.

_

yANDERHAAR,

H., Dealer In Fresh, Salt,
and Smoked Meats aud Vegetables: paper
and twine; 8th street.

V

Ma&ufactorlei,Milli, Bbopi* Ztc.

1870.

28,

29-ly

1 1

neVe’rved11
on^alL Eighth

lot

of new French

of the

tWe) first

Baakiof aai Ixchangt.

^WAN,

Banking and CoHectlnj^

Books aad BUtloaary.

INTERS,

L. T. Dealer in Books, Sutlontry, Cigars,Notions and Tors, opposite
CKj Drag Store, Eighth street.
IT’

IV

Boots aai Skoal.

TTBROLD,

E., Manufacturer of and dealer in
Boots and Shoes, Leather. Findings, etc.;
Eights street.

11

Osttiit.

r\«B

VJ

M. Dental Surgeon; residenceend ofioe on Eighth Street, opposite Bakker k
D.

Van Raalte.

st.

and Dealer in
Agricultural Implements; commission agent
for Mowlmt Machines- cor. 10th «fc River street.

n

the Black

wood

The town
down Dead-

gold fields.

Hills.

stretches eight miles up and

gulch, a stream which I should any

runs about a quarter as

much water as the

a Black Hills miner. This, you see,

washed

dust,

rockers. Rockers are made like

purchased yesterday frjm

out,” he said, loading

They

is

down

fill

them

ounce nuggets— pure

al

graph

gold, worth $18

“Where Is the man who sold it?’’
“Gone back to Deadwood, sir. They

I

all

a tele-

newupuper, aud 12.000

should Judge there were 15,000

people along

Here

fet-

Deadwood gulch.

found miners really getting out

I

paying quantities.Many of the
some
emi- of them taking out from $5 to $100 per day
in the placer mines— that is, the mines
gold in

go back.”

“Then

bottom. Deadwood has

office, a daily

people.

per ounce.”

a cradle.

half full of dirt and water,

and then rock the cradle till the gold

the palm of his hand, “and here are sever- tles to the

there’sgold there in paying quan- miners are close mouthed, hut I saw

tities, and

enough

tj

warrant

all this

graticn?”

where the gold

“Yes, sir; there are rich gold mines in

We buy

The gold

almost daily,

it

is

is

washed out by hand.

found

in gold quartz in

dust

and often in large quantities.They will and in nuggets. Many of the placer mines
tell you better about rt at Sidney and Chey- yield fifty cents wtrlh of dust to a bushel

alive with “Ireighters” haul

in

almost all of them.

Deadwood. The

ing to

fellows

letter

— come and take a being gold dust and the stage guards. One the country. Old Californians are putting
day last week, Mr. Saulisbery, the propri- their money into the mines. The I East
L. T. RANTERS.
etor of the stage line, tells me, his stage need not look for suttering in the Black
brought down $17,000 worth of gold. The Hills. They can take care of themselves.

Without

a

Parallel.

Superintendentof the Union Pacific Exbelieve that the wonderfulresults
TJAUELS, VAN PUTTEN «t CO., Proprietors accomplished by the use of “Shiloh'* Con- press (Mr. Marsmuo) reports that the road
of Ptuqger MUle; (Steam Saw and Flour
sumpticnCure" are without a parallel in shipped Black Hills gold East to the
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
the history of Medicine. Those who dis- amount of $2,000,000 last summer.
yERBEEK, H. W.. A CO., Proprietorsof the believe this and have occasion to try it,
At Cheyenne I called on Stebblna, Post
Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of buildcan be convinced without expense to theming material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.
& Co., the leading bankers. They showed

We

I

V

professional calls.

T EDEBOER. B. Physicianand Burgeon: Office
kJ corner Eleventh and Hirer street opposite

Cough No More.

There need be no Coughs or Colds where
Dr. Rings New Discovery for ConsumpIt’ Physician and Surgeon. Office, tion is used. The most severe cases of
Urbold's Boot and Shoe Store, Croup, Hoarseness, Pain in the Chest,
Eighth street.
Bleedingof the Lungs yield to its wonderful power almost instantly. A few dimes
S^K^^D^ngi’^DFU ^Sto^Slh "h ^Ct at D- wllf invariably cure the worst cough or
cold. For Asthma and Bronchitis it is a
Pkotographir.
perfect specific, Consumptivesand Congh
worn patients never fail to find relief in
this great discovery. We would advise
Badiliri.
any one tired of experimentingwith phy*
yAUPELL, H., Manufacturer of and dealer in siciaos prescriptions orouack medicines
to drop them at once and use Dr. King’s
nghtbumt! Tn“,k*' 8‘ddle, ,,,d WM»*i New Discovery. Give it a trial. Regular
size $1.00. Trial bottles free. For sale by
Otwitg Maekiasi.
Wm. Van Putten also J. 0. LMmsburg,
XT ANTKR8, A M. Agent for Ottawa and Aile- Holland, Mich.
for. “Howe Sewing Ma1
public square.

^

chine.4’ Dealers In naedles and attachments.

MaCMni

Oigars.

_

Farm

-

for Sale.

me

several, bags

“Come

in after the

stage arrives to mor-

row,” said Mr. Post, “and

we’ll

T'KROLLER,

1

G.

42-tf

HOWARD.

Quantitiesof seeds have gone up there
this spring,

show you

vegetables, potatoes,

and

There are two steam saw mills in Deadwood,

and one at
Gay

Gay and Sam

Timber

Gayvllle, where Billy
took out over $20,000

summer.

is

very plentiful.It fo mostly

fine. This country is a good agricuiturui
country.

more.”

and

onions will be planted extensively.

in dust last

aud boxes of gold.

It will take care of itaelf.

Coming back on an empty stage, we met
the next day after the
stage came in, and saw the daily arrival. hundreds of wagon trains. The whole
It weighed out 2,200. It consisted of gold country is specked with them. They are
dust, retort gold rendered from gold quartz now putting heavy iron safes into' the
and nuggets. One nugget weighed nine stages, under the seats for carrying gold
ounces.
dust. Safes that bandits cannot break
“Do you buy and ship much gold?” I oto. There are three plucky men on eacn
asked.
stage, loaded down with pistolsand car"Yes, sir, a good deal. We shipped to bines. The stage has been attacked sevI called in again

our

New York

people— Koontze Brothers, eral times lately. Troops are stationed all
along the stage-route from Cheyenne to

12 Wall street— $2,400 in gold dust yester-

day.

On

the 7th of April

$3,000, on the 4th, $5,000.

ceived from the Black

we

We

Hills,

shipped Deadwood.
A while ago Charley Phelps, one of the
re-

have

up to thif bravest drivers on the road, was shot by

time, over half a million of dollars. But,
sir,"

added

the hanker, "why don't

you

bandits.

He whipped up

his horses, go

t

out of the way of the robbers, and then

jump into the stage and go up there? It's stopped the stage and said in a broken
only lorty-eight hours. Go and see for voice to the passengers:
"I don't want to frighten you passenyourself. I tell you, sir, it will bear Ingers,
but I’m a killed mau. Don’t be
spection. We estimate that over $5,000,000
in dust, retort gold, and nuggets were skeered I say ; I won’t stop the stage; but
taken out of the Hills last year;

gnd

year, sir, $15,000,000 will come

out Go

this I want one of you fellows to get

up there air— go up!"

The

next morning I took the stage— a

regular old Concord coach- for

and drive, while

I get

down

up

here

in the boot to

die!”
In an hour Charley was dead.

Eli Perkins.

Deadwood,

I will sell eighty acres of splendid clsr determined to see and know for myaelf
General dealer in Tobacco, soil, six miles Irom this city. Near church
the bottom facta about the Black Hiils
Clgara, Snail, Pipes, etc. ; Eighth street.
and school house, at a bargain, 80 acres gold mlnea.
les Paints and Oils, Ac., Eighth street.
Watckss aai Jtwilry.
of tbit land is partiallyimproved. Also
The stage want by Fort Laramie, ainety
40 acres of unimproved land in the Townf\OE8BUKO, J.O., Dealer in Drugs and Medl- TOSLIN A BRKYMAN, Watchmakers, Jewelers.
miles
from Cheyenne, flat creek, Red
ship
of
Fillmore.
Inquire
of
clnes, Paints and Oils, Brushes.Ac. Phv- •J end dealers in Fancy Goods ; Kenyon’s Block
stdaa's prescriptions carefully put up : Eighth st. River Street.
M. D.
canon, and Coster City. Custer City, fifty

Bra 1 aai hsiiaiasa.

U

is the

season

drink at

FTEALD, R. K., Manufacturer of

for

JjJ^t*hmenlan

Deadwood

caravans, stages, Ac. It ia the centre of

$13.
wood. Thousands of prospectors are now
paper, and
I should say 800 people are going into moving up into the Big Horn country.
all kinds of Fancy Stationeryreceived at
the Black Hills daily from Cheyenne and All news confirms the reports that there
L. T. RANTERS.
Sidney— -and none are coming out. The are gold mines, and still richer gold mine#
stages
come back empty, their only load up there. In fact, gold crops out all over
Soda water Fountain in prime order—

A

t

rtle

we

gold which

Cheyenne was

l

A. Proprletror ofClty Bakerjr;

Deadwood.
objective point for all

to push on fifty miles further to

culminate. Sixty earnest fellows from Six quartz mills for breaking and grinding
Skowhegan, Me.— Artemus Ward’s birth- the quartz are now on their way from
Dead Animals.
place-headed
by an old miner who had Cheyenne, and the miners say that there
The Question has been for a long time
what will you do with dead animals. The already been one of the successful diggers, will be twenty-five steam quartz mills loundersignedwliose nlace ofbusinessisnear were just starting out for Deadwood. The cated around Deadwood before fall. There
Metz’s Tannery, will hold himself in readInter-Ocean Hotel was crowded with a are sixty miles of gulches around Deadinesssto remove all dead animals at his
own expense, by simply notifying him hundred guests, and the plain ali around wood; miners are prospectingor working

selves. lu success is so wonderful and
sure that we sell it on a guarantee to cure
gunintaji Itwrionj.
DOST, HENRY D., Real Estate and Insurance Consumption, Bronchitis, Coughs, HoarseAgent, Notary Public and Conveyancer;Col- ness, Asthma, Whooping Cough, Croup.
lections made to Holland and vicinity.
Attorneyi.
In these cases or any Lung trouble don’t
fail to try it, it may save your life, while
fOWARD, M. D., Claim Agent, Attorney and IITALSH, H., Notary Public, Conveyancer,
L Notary Public ; River street.
and Insurance Agent. Office, City Druo it will cost you nothing if it gives you no
•S/ore, 8th street.
relief. Calf at the Drug Store of J. O.
OHftBURNK, S. W., Blendon, Mich., Attorney
Dtiesburg, No. 70, 8th street and Wm. Van
Phriioiaai
O- at Law and Notary Public. Special attention
Putten,
River street, Holland, Mich., and
Clven to foreclosure of Mortgagesand collections.
A NNI8. T. E., Physician;residence, oppoalte get a trial bottle 10 cents or n regular size
Ollce In the Village of Zeelanaat the Store of A.
8. W. cor. Public Square.
Bolka 6t Bros.
for 50 cts. or $1, sold elsewhereby dealers
fPBN EYCK, J„ Attorney at Law and Collecting 1)E8T, R. B. A MqK., Surgeonsand Physicians. generally.
J. Agent. Office in Kenyon's block, 2nd floor, IJ Office at their residence, Overysel, Mich. Dr.
“Hackmetack”a new and delightful
McK. Best will go to East Sanenturk every other
River street.
day for the next year, tp keep himself in readiness Perfume sold by the above dealers.

y>E89INK^G.J.

scarcity of water, the miners have chosen

had been brought

Brkyman,Sec'y.

Notary Publlci

BakirWi.

Hills gold

Four or five hundred new comers aro
sixty Bkuwhegan
pouring
Into Deadwood daily. The hotels
made
a
bargain
with
some
freightMeat Marketi.
ers to be carried at 0*£ cents per pound, are crowded. Log boardinghomes speck
TJUTKAU W.. New Meat Market, near comer
Jcrr received a supply of Spring Styles live weight. It was a very funny sight— every hillside. Board is from $0 per week
Eighth and Fish Street. A” kinds of sauof Hats; new styles of Calicoes and Fancy
sages constantly on hand.
to $25. New comers, as soon as they get
Goods, all of which we will sell cheap for the weighing of these passengers. A little
UITE. J., Dealer ! all kinds of meats aud cash. Call at
fellow weighing 100 could go for 0 50, rested, go out prospecting, and soon ge t
. vegetables;Meat Market on 8th street.
D. BERT8CII.
while a big 200-pound fellow had to pay settledin some gulch or mine near Dead -

points ground to order. 10th street west of River

1

bottom. There

of dirt. Nuggets are found weighing
enne. Why dont you go over there?”
The next morning I left on the Union from a quarter ot an ounce to five poundt*.
I. 0. of 0. F.
Hoj.landCUj Lodge, No. 192, IndependentOrder Pacific for Cheyenne. On the train were The Williams Brotheiv, three of them,
of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular mootings at Odd
about 250 Black Hills emigrants. The took 1,900 pound s of dust out of Deadwood
Fellows' Hsll, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening
of each week
Nebraska prairies were dotted with wagon Gulch last summer. This would be wurili
Visiting others are cordiallv invited.
trains. Everything on wheels seemed to $410,000.
J. Kraxm, N. G.
N. W. Bacon, R. B.
Old California miners say the gold-bearhead toward the Black Hills. At Sidney
ing
quartz, a brown quart* specked with
the stages were loaded down, and severa
F. & A. M.
A Regular Coramnnication of Unity Lodge, caravans were starling out, with freight gold, is the richest ever found lu jhis counNo. 191, F. A A. M., will be held at Masonic Hall, and passengers, 275 miles across the coun- try. There are now three steam quartz
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, May
mills in working order in Deadwood Gulch,
try for Deadwood.
23, at 7 o’clock, sharp.
J. S. Burns, W. M.
also
one Ball Crusher and two Arasiers.
At Cheyenne the excitementseemed to

Holland, Aug.

H.. Manufacturerof Plows, By
Improved machinery ia enabled to sell the
regular Kalamazoo, Plow and warrant them, at
lower pr'ces than any surrounding town. Plow

Sontfc.

djicciat gotircs.

W.. Merchant Tailor. Cloth pnrehasthereof,
ed elsewhere, will be cutto order. Reoairlng
promptly attended to. River street.

L/

Monday, May 29, 1870.

much Black

“

V

TEEMING, W.

Mich. Lake Shore Rail Road.

“

leaving

In Omaha 1 called at the First National is considerablegulch mining going on
Bank and asked the president whether around Custer City, but, owing to the

n

Meat ...............
...........................
8
Shoulders .....................
Tallow, per 7b .......................... 7
Tnrkeys.
..........................10
Chickens, dressed per lb ................

** Ham

1 V
First-classaccommodation. Free Buss to and
frem the Trains. Eighth street.

street,

*4.00

the heavy gold dust in the

dirt,

about two pouds of gold dust aud nuggets, Croton Aqueduct. This stream furnishes
irto a shallow tin pan, “Here is some the water for all the wooden sluices and

$ 2 no
50
60
90
Ifl 00
24 00
1 35
1 10
1 80
6 :»
4 00

Proprietor

VJ Built In 1878; Furnished Inelegantstyle, and
4.20 p.m. a first-class hotel throughout.

5.40 a. m.
4.10

®

the din into the trough

tire miners shovel

con-

reports as to the presence of gold here.

the Black hills.

Leave
Holland.

article

firming or denying exisiing impressions or

...................

Smoked

Sunday, April

any

to

and the water washes off the

Meats, Eto.

Hardwire.

Effect,

my name

“We

I
J. & CO., Dealers in Dry Goods,
I
Groceries, Crockery.Glassware.Hats, Cups,
Business Cards In City Directory, not over three
Clothingand Feed; River street.
lines, )2.00 per annum.

Taken

before putting

8 00

[Corrected by the “PluggerMill*.)

•changes.

Chicago & Michigan Lake Shore R. R.

wardness of ^ll this Black Hills business

14

“

Oeaeral Sealen.

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three

advertising bills collectable quarterly

have tried religiously to get at the true in-

1

X1 “
“

All

I

Tierce,

F

I 3 *. I 6 K. I 1 Y.

J'*

Deadwood,contains about
The mines of Battle cnek,
French creek, and Rapid creek are ne:,r
Custer. The mining here is mostly gulch
mining* That is, a long wooden trough is
made and the water runs into it. Then

]

15

15

271.

miles south of

beach, dry ................. 2 50 to their bank.
*• green ................2 25
Qroceriti.
“Yes,” he said.
buy a good deal
Hemlock Burk ...........
®5 25
of
gold—
both
gold
dust
and
nuggets.’’
fALIETSTRA,A., Groceriesand Supplies; a Stavci, pork, white oak, ............. ®10 00
12 00
ready market for country produce; a choice Staves,
“Can you show me any now?” I asked.
stock always on hand ; cor. Eignth and Market st. Heading bolts, soft wood ........... ® 3 50
Heading bolts, hardwood ..................
3 75 “I want to see the gold itself.”
2 75
rPE VAARWERK, G. J., Family Supply Store: Stave bolts, softwood ......................
“Yes, sir,” said the bank officer, turning
a choice stock of groceries always on hand. Stave bolts, hardwood ................... 8 X)
Railroad ties ................................
12
Blacksmithshop in rear of Store; Eighth street.
around and emptying a tin box, holding

One

•

New York Sun.
Dakota, April 15.—

NO.

8,000 people.

14

Wood, Staves, Eto,
Cordwood, maple, dry ....................$8 00
green ...................
2 75

“

vertisement.

the

Deadwood City,

------

OKIDSEMA J. M., A SON, General Dealers In
it Furnltare Coffins; Eighth street.See ad-

From

[

25®

U., ifc CO., DealersIn all kindsof Fnr- Potatoes, $ bushel ....
Tlmo
niture. Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins, Timothy Seed, 9 bushel ...........
Wool-.^Ib ......................
•"
Picture Frames, etc.; River street.

JOB PRINTING PBOMPTLT AND NIATLT DONE.

2
3

Produce, Eto.
Apples, $ bushel ................ $
Ueuns, fl bushel ...................1 20
Butter, Vlb ....................
Clover seed^D) lb ..................
Eggs, ^ dozen ...................

EYEK

WHOLE

1877.

THE GREAT AMERICAN HUMORIST
ON THE BLACK HILLS.

$tarkft<s.

Honey, V lb. ..
Hay, V ton ...
Onions,|) bushel

funltun.

PnbUsher.

TE2K3 07 S7B3CS1FTI0H:—tfl.00 perymla Umei.
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Tbe White Star steamer Germanic arrived at

having

New York on Friday evening last,
made the run acroas the Atlantic

In seven days, eleven hours and thirty
•even minutes. This
yet.

Is

the fastest time

no wheat sown. Peaches, 10, fair; 27, good; 39,
failure; 15, none raised.

Secretary Thompson, of the Michigan Agricultural Society, has receivedletters from forty
different counties,all of which, with

HOLLAND

ception of Kalamaroo, report the growing crop

CITY, MIOfllOAN.

of wheat in kplendid condition.... From tho
capital pf Nebraska comes a cheering crop report : “ Grasshopper trouble in at an eod. The
spring rains have Demin, and are destroyingthe
product of small portionsof the eggs
hatched. The future prospects of the State
were never so good. The large surplus corn
from tho crops of the two last years is being
held for higher prices.”. . .One of the Government mail contractorsfrom the Black Hills
country, now in Washington, representsto the
department that the indicationsare that the
Deadwood country will rapidfv settle. He says
the mines throughout Deadwood vallev aretaking from $15 to $25 a man in placer mining.

HIE NEWS CONDENSED.
LOUISIANA.
It having been finally determined,at a meet-

.

ing of PresidentHaven’ Cabinet, on the 20th of
April, to withdraw the Federal troops from the
vicinity of the building used is a Stito House
in New Orleans, the Presidenton that dav sent
the following letter to SecretaryMcCrary :

ExacoTiv* Mankion.)
• Wamjwoton, April 30, 1877. /
8ib: Prior to my entering upon the duties of
the Presidency,there had been stationed,by order
of my predecessor, In the immediate vicinityof
the building used as the State House in New Orleans, La.,

the ex-

creasing. A number of arrests for manufacturing mid shoring the queer have lately been
made iu the West. Some of tUe new counterfeits are said to be exceedinglywell executed.
....More than 8,000 tons or American fresh
beef were shipped to the other side of the
Atlantic in March, reproaenting probably 11,000 or 12,000 head of average cattle. Thefo^
eign demand exhibits a steady increase from
month to jnonth, at a ratio that will probably
take from the herds of Texas and tho West at
least 200, $00 animals during the currentyear.

A terrible accident lately happened to

a

boating-party near Sherbrooke,Quebec.

A

young lady niimed McDonald were drowned.
....A largo delegation of Canadian Roman
Catholic pilgrims sailed from New York for
Rome last week.
The Emperor's address to tho army and peo-

ho Capital building at Columbia, 8. C., have ple of Russia, promulgated on the 24th of April,

Mechanics’ Institute, been sealed up, and will not be reopened until
a detachment of United States infantry.Finding them in that place, I have thought proper tho Supreme Court decides tho question as to
to delay a declaion of the question of their who are the legal officers.
removal until I could determine whether the
A terribly destructivetornado swept over
conditionof affairs is now such as to either
the
villageof Laveigne, Temi., a few days
require or Juatifythe continuedmilitary intervention of the National Governmentin the affairs of the ago, sweepingeverything before it A little
State. In my opinionthere does not now exist in girl lying in bed with her brother had her
Louisiana such domestic violenceas is contemplated
brains dashed out, while he escaped with a few
by the constitutionas a ground upon which the military power of the National Government may be In- bruises. A negro man and a negro boy had
voked for the defense of the State. The disputes their thighs broken. Xh old lady was carried
which exist as to the right of certain claimants to forty yards amid timbers, deeply gashed in the
the chief executiveoffice of that State are to be set- back of her head, and had her arm twice
tled and determined, not by the Executive of the
broken, while a piece of some unknown subUnited States, but by such orderlyand peaceable
stance went entirely through her wrist, making

a ghastly wound. She died the next dav.
Others were rescued from underneath, logs
which laid heavily across their bodies.
Sticks of timber were blown threequarters of a mile. Rails from fences
were blown four feet into the ground
The suits of Myra Clark Gaines, for several

that the disputes in question are to be settledby

peaceablemethods under and in accordance
with law, I deem It proper to take action
in accordance with the principles announced when
.. .
I entered upon the duties of the Presidency.You
are thereforedirected to see that the proper order*
are lasued for the removalof said troops at an early millions of dollars’worth of property,situated
date from their present positionto such regular bar- in New Orleans,have ended after a struggle iu
racks in the vicinity as may be selected for their oo- the courts of the land for over forty years.
R. B. Hates,
From one court to another the case has been
To Hon. George W. McCrary, Secretary of War.
chased— proseentrix,defendants, lawyers aud
In pursuance of the above, Secretary Mc- Judges growing old in the contest— until a week
Crary addressed a communicationto Gen. ago. when a final decision was rendered bv DisSherman charging him with the execution of trict Judge Billings, of New Orleans, in favor
the order, and naming Tuesday, April 24, at of tho woman whoso tenacity of purpose has
noon, as the time at which it should be carried pushed the matter to this termination.

roption.

is

as follows

:

Our faithfulaud bslovod subjects know the stronu
interestwe have couaUntlyfelt in the destinies of
the oppressed Christian population of Tnrkcy. Our
desire to ameliorate aud assuage their lot has been
shared by the whole Russian nation, which now
shows itseli ready to bear fresh soorifleesto
alleviate the positionof the Christians in the Balkan
peninsula.The blood and property of our faithful
subjects have always been dear to us, and our whole
reign attests our constant solicitude to preserveto
Russia the benefits of peace. This solicitude never
failed to actuate us daring the deplorableevents
which occurred in Herzegovina, Bosnia and
Bulgaria. ,Onr object, befoxo all, was
an amelioration in the positionof Christians
East by means of paciflc negotiations,and in
concert with the great European powers, our allies
and friends.For two Tears wo have made incessant
efforts to induce the Porte to effect such reforms as
would protect Christians in Bosnia, Herzegovina and
Bulgariafrom any arbitrary measure of the local
authorities.The accomul
accouiplishineut of theae reforms w«k absolutelystipulated by anterior engogeiuents contracted
the
the Porte toward
the whole of Europe. Our efforts, supported
by the diplomaticrepresentations made in comto effect
in the

by

mon

with other governments, have not, how-

ever, attained their object. The Porte has remained unshaken in its formal refusal of any
effectiveguaranteefor the security of Its Christian
subject*, and has rejected the conclusions of the
Constantinople conference. Wishing to ea*av every
possiblemeans of conciliationin order to persuade
the Porte, we proposed to the other Cabinets to
draw up a specialprotocol comprisingthe most essential conditions of the Constantinople conference,
into effect
The Legislatureof South Carolina has met and to inrite the Turkish Government to adhere to
New Orleans dispatch of the 23d says :
this international act, which stated the extreme
in extra session and reorganized itself. The
limits of our peaceful demands, but our expectation
“Saturday witnessed the complete disintegraDemocrats have a majority in the House, while was not fulfilled.The Porte did not defer to this
tion of the Packard Legislature. A caucus was
unanimous wish of ChristianEurope, and did
the Senate is equally dirided.
not adhere to the conclwions of th* proheld in the morning, and, after discussingthe
tocol. Having exhausted pacific efforts, we
matter,a resolutionwas adopted setting forth
are compelled, by the haughty obstinacy of
that it was impossibleto further keep up the
A Washingtondispatch says : “Department the Porte, to proceed to more decisive acts, feeling
semblance of a Legislature. Shortly after, the
officersdo not agree in the popular belief that that our equity and our own dignity enjoin it. By
members, in groups of three and four, took
her refusal, Turkey places us under ncoemnty of
their way up to Odd-Fellows’ Hall, and were the extra session will be a short one. On tho having recourse to arms. Proioundiyconvinced of
sworn in. Warmoth being among the members. contrary, tho indications are that a great deal the justice of our cause, and humbly committing
All but throe Senators and about half a doaen of business aside from the Army bm will de- ouraelres to the grace aud help of the Most High,
Representativeswho, under the resolutionof mand the attention of Congress.’’ ____ Iho Grand we make known to our faithfulsubjects that tho
moment, foreseen when w e pronouxfted tho words to
•* the Nicholb Legislature, are entitledto take Dukes Alexis and Constantine,with the Buswhich ail Russia respondedwith complete unanimtheir seats, did so. Gov. Nicholis has offered nan Minister and others of the roval partv, ity, has now arrived.We expressed the intention
to turn over the Governor's contingent fund, called upon the President one day last week, to act independently when we deemed it necessary,
amounting to some $40,000, for the purpose of and were hospitably received.”
and when Russia’s honor should demand it. In now, compensating the policemen and employes who
The President has appointed George A. invokingthe blessiugs of Goa upon oar valiant
armies, wc give them the order to cross the Turkish
have remained faithful to Packard* The
Schneider, of Chicago, Minister to Switzer- frontier.
Alex an deb.
ITesident’s Commission departed for home on

A

WASHINGTON.

(Signed)

A column of 17,000 Russian troops crossed
Saturday. They expressed themselves highly land. Mr. Schneider is a wealthy German,
pleased at the favorable terminationof their and President of tho National Bank of Illi- the Roumanian frontier at Bestiuck on the 24th

labors.

'

nois.

the President’sorder, the
United States troops that had for several months

of April. Roumania,having received no pre-

Is pursuance of

POLITICAL.
Gov.

Wade

Hampton, in

a

speech to the

in and around the LouisianaState
negro militia at Columbia, 8. C. : “I want yon
House, at New Orleans, were withdrawn on to remember one fact : that I recognizein your
Tuesdav. Aprii 24, precisely at 12 o'clock,noon.
race the right to enjoy precisely the same rights
In the afternoon100 guns were fired, and there
enjoyed by every other citizen of the State.
was a liberal display of flags throughoutthe
equality is to be maintained.I recogcity in honor
the event..... The Negro
nize your equality, and I intend to uphold it.
LouisianaLegislature has elected Judge As soon as we can get in harness I will enroll
H. M. Spoffordto the United States Senate, you in the militia, and will take great pleasure
bpoffordis a Northern man by birth, but has
in (xunnusnoning such officers as you mav
lived in New Orleans thirty vears.
, .The Lousidesignate. WTien the Militia law is enforced,
1 8na Commissionarrived at Washington, April
and when the militaryof the State is all en? 24. They at ooce proceededto the White
rolled, I want the only emulation between tho
House and made their report to the President,
companies to be as to who can obey tho laws
in the presenceof the Cabinet, of the result of
beat, who can be tho best soldiers, and who can
their mission to New Orleans.
best protect the public peace.”

been stationed

of

.

THIS EAST.

The President has decided hereafter not to

A Torso man named Levi Thomas met with

permit the names of persons designated to bo

a frightful death at a coal mine, near Wilkes- Postmasters to be made public until the day of
day. He eude&voredto issuing their commissions.According to the
step aboard the carriage of the elevator, which practice hitherto several days have intervened
he evidently thought was in waiting to descend, between the time the appointment was detertfhen he was predpitated into the shaft, strik- mined upon aud the issuance of the commising the bottom 900 feet below. His remains sion. These days have been used by the op-

harre, Pa., the other

Jere 80 mangled as almost to precluderecogni- ponents of the person appointed to defeat him,
and have resulted iu bringing unpleasant
The President has selected Bedloe’s island, political pressm-eto bear. This is to be defeated by the new regulation.
in New York harbor, as the site for the location
Bex Wade has written a letter bitterly deof the grand French statue entitled“Liberty
nouncing
the President’s policy toward the
Enlighteningthe World,"
South .... Gen. Terrell has been appointedPenThe office of the New York Journal of Comsion Agent at Indianapolis. . .Judge Talbot,of
merce, together with the files of the paper exMaine, who has been Solicitor of the Treasury
tending back to 1828, were destroyed by lire a for about a year, was removed last week, anil
few days ago.
G. Wiley Wells, of Mississippi, appointed iu his
place.... Gen. T. H. C. Smith, of Ohio, has
THE WEST.
been appointedAppointment Clerk in the
* ThoCTANDH of Indians are avaiUng themselves Treasury Department
of Gen. Crook’splan of amnesty and disarmaSenator Blaine denies the story, started by
.

,

fied Cloud and Spotted Tall agencies.
a San Franciscopaper, that he had prepared
ine -Chicago Daily Courier, after many ups
and intended to introduce resolutionsin the
and downs, has been laid away in the sepulcher
Hext Congress expressingdoubts of the election
of dead newspapers.
i,
• • • •

/

liminary notification, declared it yielded to
force, and directed its troops to fall back to
avoid a conflict

GENERAL FOREIGN NEWS.
News conies from Italy of a growing discontent among the commercial populationwith the
policy of the Government,and a movement is
on foot against a too close intimacy with Ruswhose competitionin the Mediterranean is
. .The Cabinets of Vienna. London and
J’aris have notified Roumania that the privileges
slio enjoye by virtue of the treaty of Paris would
be considerednull and void should she actively
co-oj>erate with Russia.
sia,

feared.

.

In debate on the budget, the other day, the
ItalianFinance Minister expressed the hope
that the

Eastern war would be

localized, hut

intimated that, in the event of the Russians
marching on Constantinople, complications
might arise which would involve the active
participation of Italy in the struggle....
The Europeanpowers are defining their position in regard to the Turco-Russian comphcations. France will observe the most rigorous
neutrality.Italy declares that the situation
can only be considered grave when the Russians march on Constantinople. Official Austrian papers say that tho Government will only
remain neutral so long as its interestsin the
East are not menaced* Germany’s position is
well known. It now remains for England to
define herself.

Toe London Times' correspondent with the
Turkish army states that, notwithstanding the
reported accord of Russia aud Austriain East-

CAMP.

Soldier.
C

min.

Every monarch keeps on

foot

armies of such a size as might be raised
if his people were in danger of actual extermination; and they call this state of
struggle of all against all peace. True,
it is this state of struggle which chiefly
keeps up the European equilibrium,because it wears out equally all the great
powers. And, as a matter of fact, Europe is so exhausted that private individuals who should find themselvesin the
conditionin which are now placed the
two wealthiest powers of this port

.
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their

heads through it at

the

same mo-

ment. These

cannon, however, cannot
vie with our modern heavy guns. Being
placed in a commandingpositionabove
the straits, they are necessarily formidable weapons, but they bowl out. rather
than fire, tlie big stone cannon balls from
their muzzles, the gunpowder employed
for the purpose being of a slow-burning
character to avoid all strain upon the
guns.”

William Delahanty, who murdered
his brother-in-lawforty-fouryears

in Stonecarty, Ireland,
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throne of Selim the Inflexible, would
only be a question of time. RusaiAn
troops can be massed at Odessa and
marched across the Dnieper, and down
to Shumla, more rapidly than in the days
when Suwaroff telegraphed Catherine,
“ Glorv to God ! Ismail is ours, and 1
am in it” Railroads are notf in opera-i
tion from St Petersburgto Moscow,
Warsaw, Cracow and Odessa, where the
fleet would form conjunction. The pass
from Shumla is the door to Adrianople,
which is connected by rail with Constantinople, the distanoe being 210 miles, an
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The Great Guns of Turkey.
hastening in the direction of bankruptcy.
An English paper says: ‘ “ The Castle
Referring to one of the less great political systems which in recent years have of Asia, on the Dardanelles,it seems*
alternatelyfound favor with mankind, still boasts the biggest guns in the uniM. de Girardin says the result is, verse. Of greater caliber than our
“Europe is oue vast camp,” the six vaunted 80-ton cannon or 100-ton
powers’alone spending close upon $500,- weapons of the Italians, the old bronze
000,000 annually upon soldiers. On this ordnanfee of the Turks still enjoys the
subject he makes a minute calculation, reputation of being able to fire the largest
which is well worth reproducing.A sol- cannon balls in the world. These guns
dier costs England, according to this have now guarded the portals to tlie
calculation, $500.40, which, for an army Turkish empire for two or three centuof 106,000 men, makes her military ex- ries, and have on several occasions proved
penditure $53,256,160 per aunum. A that they are useful as well ns ornasoldier costs the French republiconly mental. -Indeed, it would be difficult to
slightly overj$fi54,but then her army point out weapons which have done more
amounts to 480,000 men, and thus raises service in their time than these colossal
her military expenses to $112,923,208. monuments of bygone ages. The old
The Czar pays a little over $238 a head bronze cannon, we are told, date os far
for his soldiers, but he has 575,000 in the back as the fifteenth and sixteenth centregular army to pay, and the total cost of uries, many of them having been emthe Russian army for a single ypar is es- ployed at tlie siege of Scutari, in Albania,
timated at the enormous sum *of $137,- by Mohammed II., in 1478. There was
084,925. The German Government pays hard fighting in those days, if we may
a little over $225.14 for each of its sol- trust Von Hammer’s history, for during
diers, of whom it has not less titan 412,- two months that the siege continued no
000, costing the empire $92,764,603. less than 2,534 shots were fired, some of
Italy pays less than $181.58 a head for them of a diameter of thirty-two inches.
her soldiers, who number in all 205,600, Estimating the weight of gunpowder at
and cost the kingdom $37,176,086. The a fourth that of tlie ball, it must have
Austrian army seems to be instrinsicaliy taken a charge of well-nigh 400 pounds
the cheapest of those kept up by the of powder to hurl some of these massive
great powers. Each man in it is sup- tlnmderbolts against the walls of Scuposed to cost the public $174.30, which, tari. How tlie Turks in those days could
for au army of 273,800, gives a total of produce sufficient gunpowder to supply
their wants, or, what is more wonderful
$47,705,914.
To these sums might have been added still, obtain so many stone cannon balls,
the annual amoimt expended by the which had to be cut from quarries, caregreat powers upon naval armaments, fully fashioned into shape and conveyed
which may be roughly stated at $60, 000,- to their batteries, are matters which
000 for England, $35, 000, 000 for France, must forever remain a mystery; but this
$24,000,000for Russia, $7,500,000apiece much is very certain,that the work could
for Germany and Italy, and $5,000,000 never have been performed without unfor Austria, making a total of $135,000,- flagging energy and perseverance on the
000. The danger of universalinsolvency part of the Sultan and his officers. Von
will never be removed till, iu the words Moltke, the great Prussian strategist,inof Victor Hugo, rulers shall have censed spected these guns on the -Dardanelles
their search for the philosopher’s stone in 1829, then a youthful artilleryofficer,
of a definiteand invincible armament ; and in his account of his travels lie says:
and leave ofl first spending millions on ‘ These gigantic guns are some of them
ships which no projectile can pierce, and twenty-eight inches in diameter,aud a
then spending additional millions on the man may creep into them up to tlie
construction of projectiles to pierce the breech. But it is not only in bygone
times that these weapons have been emsame ships.
Curiously enough, as M. de Girardin ployed with effect, for in the present
points out, the present situation of Eu- century one of our Admirals, Sir John
rope can scarcely be better described Duckworth, who forced the passage of
than in the words of Montesquieu,who the Dardanelles in March, 1807, had six
vessels struck, and 100 men killed and
wrote in 1748:
“ A new distemper has spread over woimded by tlie unwieldy giants under
Europe; it has seized our princes, and whose muzzles he had to pass. In conhas made them keep up an iuordmate sequence of a 26-inch ball striking the
number of troops. The disease has its Standard on that occasion no less than
paroxysms, and necessarily becomes con- eight men were killed and forty woimded;
tagious;for as soon as one state has in- while another camion bull* of stone
creased the numbers of what it calls its twenty-eight inches in diameter made
troops, the others immediatelydo the such u hole in the Active that tlie Capsame, so that none of them gain any- tain, looking over to see what was the
thing, except a share in the common matter, saw two of nis men thrusting

ern affairs,the latter power reserves to itself
absoluteliberty of action ____ Finances are bad,
very bad, in Russia, and a leading Panslavist
journal advises the Government to raise i*
heavy foreign loan, even, if necessary, at a discount of 40 per centi, rather than ’to indefinitely. multiply the paper 1 currency,
which is rapidly depredating iu value ____
Italy is putting some of her reserves in the
Turkey’s Offense.
field.. .Cholera has reappeared in India ____
The Russian Czar lately reviewed two army
A glance at the map shows that the
corps near Kischeueff. Addressing the officers,
Osmani must depend chiefly on the Balthe Emperor said : “If you should encounter
the enemy, show yourselves brave, and uphold kan mountains.They can hold the
tho andeut glory of your regiments.I hope Danube temporarily,but there is no fortho young men among yon who have not been tified town on its banks which tho Rusunder fire will not show themselves inferior to sian cannon will not reduce. What will
their veterancomrades. I trust you may soon
greatly contribute to that result is the
return covered with glory."
cfertaintythat the invaders will be welA, Calcuttadispatch says it is apparent that

of Mr. Hayes, and proposing a new considerSeveral persons have been arrestedin the ation of the subject
Black Hills for manufacturing bogus coin. It
Mn. Randall is representedby a Washingis believedlarge quantities of counterfeit gold
ton correspondent as “ very confidentthat he
coin have been tnrned out there.
. D. M. Itichwill be elected Speaker. His friends say that
ardKon, match manufacturer, of Detroit has
he has New England, New Jersey and Pennsylfailed. Liabilities,$'200,000.* - i
vania solid for him, besides leadingmen of the
Another mail route by stage to the Hack
New York delegation, such as Clarkson Potter.
Hills has been let by the Postoffice Depart- Hewitt, and Fernando Wood. The Randall
ment The route is from Bismarck to Dead- people also count upon enough support from
the South to make him sure of nomination in
wood, the distance being 250 miles.
caucus upon first ballot"
the famine in IndiA is approachingits worst
Another of those horrible gallows scenes
The Louisiana Commissionreturned to point, bat there is good reason to hope that
which have become & disgrace to tho
Washingtonlast week, and made a written re- the maximum distress may be loss severe than
machinery of justice 'in this country
port to the President of the result of their mis- anticipated. .. .The great German General,
was presented at the hanging of 'a
sion to New Orleans.It opens with a descrip- Von Moltko,in a si>eech deliveredin the Prus“^Steeling, at \oSngetown, tion
of the attitude of each party toward the sian Parliament the other day, expressed his
commission. Upon its arrivalat New Orleans firm conviction that every European nation
both sides were inclined to renst all attempts would be involvedin war within a Vear. ... Mr.
compromiie. The citizens were soured aud Sandford’s American stable in tfu'-landhas
suspiciousand in the main tho press was quite scored two noUhle viotoriea in tho Newmarket
unfriendly. The report then detailsthe vari- races.
these motions and groans were kept up, and it oua interviews bad with the representative men
of both .Governments, and of every olass in
A Bit df Truth.
•ociotv. The most important portion of tho
Read
the
following trnthfnl statereport is a careftilly-prepared statement of
the legal portion taken by each Bide to regard ment:
and wept in a most piteous manner. It took to the question whether the determinationof
“ The man who don’t advertise has his
three men to control him. Every few wyy the electoral vote by the Returning Board must store hung around with shingles and
onds he eaclaimed : V He dead! he dead 1" . •be acceptedunder Urn constitution and laws of
pieces of barrel-heada,inscribed with
Omaha. Neb., was visited last week by ‘the the State as also a determinationof the result
of
the
vote
for
the
State
officers.
Tho
Nicholis
lampblack, ‘Irish Pertaters,’ ‘Korn
most destructiveconflagrationthat has oocurred in the city for ton years. A number of preecutationof this question is one that im- Meet,’ ‘Flower,* ‘AJlkiadi/ofkonturv
stores were burned. The loss is esti- pressed the members of the commissiona« produce,’f Kaikes Rod Kandiea for sail
worthy of close attention. No. opinion was exmated at a quarter of a million dollars “
pressedby the commission in regard to this or here.’ He says, ‘There aren’t no sens
other points of controversy. The Only aim was in noospaper advertising so long as a
to present the facts of the situation.,and to give minis smart ennff to tend to Ins own
an unwelndicedaccount of the virionsobsta- business and kin stand at the door and
WBre encountered,and the methods hollow the fellers in.’ "
The CMimati Commercialprints advices as pursued to remove them. ^
to the m>p prospects from 86 points in Ohio,,
GENERAL.
as follows : Wheat, 8 report a fair crop; 49,
A Tramp Wprth While.
Hon. Asa B. Foster, the railway king of
good ; 29, unusuallygood. As to peaches, 15
A tramp stopped at the house of Philip
upended,, with liabilities of Harris, in Coleraine, Pa., and was given
$2’j00,000r..It - a. Hill aud R..W. Martin,

hf ^

Alps, their average elevation being about

appear

THE TURGO-RUSHIANWAR.

and known aa

AST

A short essay, entitled “The Question
of Money,” has b*en prepared by M. de
Oirardin,inwhit* it Is made to
that all existing governments, except
those of America and England, aro fast

land, and, while trying to save her, tho boat
upset and two sisters named Farqueharaud a

officedoors of all the State officials in

^

t

young girl fell into the water in attempting to
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THE BUSINESS OUTLOOK.

down their arms. Stocks of all is a very peculiar one. She would like
STATE CAPITAL.
these will probably not be able to retun
kinds, mining, railway and manufactur- to occupy the Sdavic provinces, and yet
during the remainder of the session.
FinancialFailures for the First Quarter
Lansino, April 23, 1877.
ing, are also largely held abroad, and in is afraid to do it It is a strong temptaof the Fear.
many
cases are likely to come back. It tion, and yet, if she yields to it her dual
A
discussion
of the Liquor Tax bills
LefUUthre ProeewUnts.
(From the New York Tribune.]
Monday, April 16.— Both houleimatin th#
The circularof Dun, Barlow & Co., is unfortunatefor us that, this disturb- form of government most involve her in during the past week develops a great
stating the number of failures and ance in Europe so closely follows events new and critical complications. It is a diversity of opinion on the temperance evening, pursuant to sdjoummsnt, but, the t tendance being exceedingly slim, an Adjournmentwu
amount of liabilities for the first quar- which have impaired confidence in the necessity that she should occupy them,
question. The prohibitionists seem in- voted without transacting any bustnaea.
ter of 1877, is not an encouraging state- management of many American corpora- and yet, if she does, it may result in the
ment. In number of failures there is a tions and municipahnes. But we must rearrangement of the map of Austria.— clined to oppose any moderate measures Tuesday, April 17.— Only one bill was passed
The
to restrict the liquor traffic, and fondly by either bouac, and that of local character...,
slight increase comparing with the first face facts as they are, and it seems prob- Chicago Tribune.
quarter of 1876, and in amount of

lia-

bilitiesa decrease of $10,000,000.

The

circular observes that “two railroad
operators who really stopped payment
long ago formally suspended within the
past two months,” and that tho liabilities of these

ions.

But

amount to

nearly four mill-

does not appear that during the first quarter of 1876 there were
not failures of equal importancewhich
really belong to an earlier period. These
statistics have value only as records of
the number and magnitude of failures
it

finally ascertained within a certain period,

and would be valueless if it were attempted to ascertain at what time the
losses were sustained which brought them
about.

The

THE

lay

first quarter of 1877 yields 2,809

commercialwrecks, with liabilities of
$54,538,074, or $19,010 for each firm.
The average of liabilitiesis very low,
and in that respect the report indicates
an improved condition. Whenever the

able that, for

some

time to come, a large

cling to the delusionthat “prohibition”
Anna Dickinson and the Critics.
will go to pay for bonus and stocks reThe unanimiW with which the the- is the only measure desirable, notwithturned to this country. —New York Trib- atrical critics of the New York dailies standing the twenty years of constant
une.
attacked Miss Dickinson raises the pre- failure which made up the history of the
sumption of concert of action. Their
Anecdote of President Lincoln.
old Prohibitionlaw in Michigan. A Tax
motive was, or seems to have been, to
I called upon Mr. Lincoln soon after crush her out, because, possibly, bill passed the committee of the whole, a
he was first installed in the White House, they enjoyed the crushing process, few days since, the essential features of
n the room where Mr. Lincoln granted
especially since the attitude of the lady which were very nearly the same as the
interviews,etc., were several persons toward them had been one of defiance.
who were waiting their turn to speak After the performance of “The Crown law now in force, except that it placed
with him. I listened to the requestsof
the malt liquors upon the same basis as
of Thoms,” on Monday night, she turned
several men and women, and I saw that
upon her persecutors, but not with her vine, whisky,, etc. This, of course,
very few were granted what they solicitold vim and confidence. She pleaded, would not be at all satisf actor}* to the
ed. I had a seat at or near one end of a rather than scolded, and was pathetic,
German element of our large cities, who
share of our exported grain and produce

ong table. Mr. Lincoln sat at the other
after I was seated, in walked
several officers of the Spanish navy to
>ay their complimentsto Mr. Lincoln.
3y some means they were directed toward my end of the table, and I saw they
took me for the President. Mr. Lincoln
saw* the same thing, and hastily signaled
me to “go ahead,” as he expressed it,
and receive them. I rose, shook hands
with each officer, and exchanged a few

end. Soon

noi vindictive. She carried with her the

sympathy of the audience, for such
passages as the followingwere irresisti-

Senate paaaed In committeeof the whole the House
bill attachlnasevere penaltiesfor crueltyto animals,
eepedally to livestocktransported on can, and killed
the House bill requiring counties to furnish county
buildings.... The House discussed all day and passed
to third reading the House bill amending the Liquor
Tax law. It removesall tax on manufacturers, and
fixes the tax on all retailers at $1S0, and on wholesalers at $300 a year.

Wednesday,April 18.-8ENATE.-TheHousa
bin detaching Barry county from the Seventeenth
Judicial District and attaching It to the Twentieth

was defeated .... John L. Friable, Enrolling Clerk,
resigned. Tho resignation was accepted,and Assistant EnrollingClerk Denison E. Gross beck, of
Kalamazoo, was appointedto the position.... Mr.
. Burleigh introduceda concurrentresolutionfixing tho final day of adjournment on May 10,
which was defeatedby a vote of 16 to 11...
Bills were passed revisingall laws relative to mining
companies ; amending tho general Railroad laws ao
as to prohibitrailroadcompaniesfrom allowing cars
don’t like to have their favorite bev- to stand on read-crossingsmore than five minutes ;
erage classed with the more intoxicating also authorizing conductorsto arrest gamblers;
also flxiug the rate of freightfor short distances.
.
drinks. After a very lively discussion The House resolutionrequiring the State Land Commissioner and Auditor General to give bonds was dethe bill was again referred back to the feated.
.

ble in their pathos
“

:

On Wednesday evening when

the

.

curtain went up I had spent twenty- tliree

Houkk.— Billa were passed reorganizing the union
committee of the whole. A bill known
hours rehearsing— I had spent, I cannot
as the Police bill, intended to strengthen school district of Flint ; authorizing Gratiot county
tell you what sleepless hours of agony.
the present Tax law. was found, after pass- to build a Jail { appropriating $26,500 per annum for
I came here in a very little better condiaverage of mercantileliabilities is small,
expenses of tho State Reform School for
ing the committee of the whole, to be running
the next two years; to limit the pay of Supervlsoni
tion to play in this house than I was to
the average of liabilities to each failure
somewhat defectivein phraseology,and while in attendance upon auy special meritingof the
make my first bow to a Boston audience.
is correspondinglysmall, and the return
words with them, which would have My play and acting were found fault was referred to the special committee Board of Supervlsoni ; relatingto the punishment
of bank, safe and vault robbery ... .The House
therefore indicates a reduction of indebt)een, I suppose, appropriatehad I in- witli. Good friends,what could this on the liquor traffic. The contest be- went into committee of the whole on the speedness amounting to about $4,000 per
deed been President.The moment their one weak, sick, miserable, crushed, tween citv and county as to which shall cial order, the Liquor Trafllcbill*. The first bill
firm since the first quarter of 1876. But
taken up was general order 138, relativeto selling
backs were turned I looked toward Mr. heart-broken woman do in oppositionto receive the revenue derived from the liquor to minors, making any person liable to pay
the losses have not been equally distribtraffic was substantiallysettled by a civil damages to parents or guardians of the minors
lincoln. He was shaking with laughter,
the combined papers and the bitter prejuted ; in Npw York, for example, the avthought now I had paved the way to udice they had stirred against me in this test vote on an amendment proposing to whom liquor is sold. After an hour’s debate the
bill p&iuicd.... House bill, general order 217, which
erage of liabilities is greater than it was
that one-half the tax be placed to the provides for the transferof all Honor tax from the
win. the position I had come to ask. I
place? 1 did not fighj them; God knows
during the first quarter of 1876. No
made up my mind to address the Presi- I did not want to fight them. I was al- credit of the general fund of the county. municipal Treasurerto County Treasurers, was,
doubt, as the circular states, this is due
after a Hhort debate, indefinitelypostpoued .... At
It was decided by a vote of 49 to 29 that
dent in a new way, and thus add to the
the afternoon session Mr. Kelley’s Alpena Railroad
most crushed. I struggledon as I will
to the formal failure of firms previously
tho cities, villages and townships in biU was killed.
mid I already had upon him. So, when
struggleon, because, having taken up my
crippled, but in almost every quarter
y time came, I stepped up to Mr. Lin- work in life to do, I put it not down which the saloons were located should reThursday, April 19.— Senate.— Tho Sonata
this is the case. As has been well retain the full amount of tax collected.
da and said:
committee reported against tho House bill reducing;
until
I
utterly
fail.
[Great
applause.]
marked, the report of the failures is
The first cutting down of official sala- the flash test of kerosene oil to 130. ... In committee
“Sir, I have seen the annoyance to
I was hoarse from the same cause that I
only a record of the wrecks which come
ries took place the other day in an amend- of the whole the House hill providingfor detaching
which you are subjectedby so many ajid
am hoarse to-night—because I have
ashore within a given time ; it shows
ment to the bill making an appropriation Barry county from the Heventecnth JudicialCircuit,
oft-repeatedrequests for innumerable
and adding it to the Twentieth, wu amended by
swallowed so many tears that have stranrather the point beyond which credit canfor current expenses of the State Agri- changing the word* TwentiethJudicial Circuit to
positions, etc. Now, if you will permit
gled me. I went heavily through my
not be pushed to support certain firms,
me to shake hands, I will try and smother work because my heart dragged my cultural College. The amount asked for Fifth JudicialCircuit, and passed, .The remainder
than the measure of the losses sustained.
the day wu consumed in committeeof the whole
my desire for a certain positionwhich hands and my feet until I could scarcely salariesof professor* was cut down 10 of
on sundry bills.
It is important to bear this fact in mind,
per cent. Of course, there was a little
' had come to ask from you.”
House.— Bills were passed providing for the
move them.”
because a large proportionof the failsquirming over this first expression of transfer of the unexpended Htate appropriation* to
Mr. L. jumped up, and, grasping my
Only occasionallydid she blaze forth
ures now recorded,and a very large proeconomy, but, the ice once having been the proper general fund ; amending tho law relaland, said:
in scorn, as when she spoke of “ the
portion of the liabilities,are due to
broken, there will probably be a good tive to the organization of grange* ; amending the
“ Sir, you are one man in a thousand.
brogue and bigotry” of the Herald.
losses sustainedin previous years.
deal of cutting down on the emoluments act incorporating the Detroit fire department? auI am doubly indebted to you. You have
Miss Dickinson is probably far from
thorlziug certainoonntles to reduce the number of
The excess of failures .in comparison
)een the means of conveying to those being a great actor, but it is impossible of professional men employed in the Superintendent* of the Poor ; amending the State
with th« first quarter of 1876 is due
Spanish officers that the President of the that a woman of her brains and training State institutions, such as the State Prison laws, and. amendingthe St. Louis village
mainly {o California, where the increase
charter
.The Uquor bill wu again considered in
United States is a verv handsome man, should make a dead failure,as repre- University, etc., that is if the Senate commutes of the whole, and without taking final
is more than 100 per cent.; to Connectishould
concur
in
the
experiment
made
on
actiou laid uide to consider the bill making an apand then you do not ass an office. But,” sented by the indiscriminatingcritics of
cut, where it is more than 50 per cent ;
propriationfor the Agricultural College. A strong
le added, “hurry home. You may re- the metropolitan papers, and continue the Agricultural College bill.
effort wu made to reduce the salaries of tho proto Chicago, where it is nearly 40 per
The Senate passed a bill reducing the fessors, which carried.
pent.”
for a year to draw audiences that almost
cent. ; to St. Louis, where it is about 80
salary of the Railroad Commissioner from
It is sufficientto add that I hurried.—
Friday, April 20.— Senate. —111118wore passed
always have been enthusiastic. It has
per cent, and to small States or Territo$4,000 to $2,500 per year, and the House, providing for the protectionof travelers on public
Harper's Magazine.
been
charged
upon
the
New
York
critics
ries. In Boston there had been a denot l>eing satisfiedwith the moderate re- highways extending along river banks; allowing the
that they are venal. This, perhaps, is
Near-Sightedness in Schools.
crease of over 60 per cent ; in Georgia of
duction, ent off another $500 per year. Baglnaw and Sanilac Plunk Road Companies to dis50 per cent. ; in North Carolina of nearly
The effects of school-lifein producing not true ; but it is reasonably certain Should the Senate agree to this further continue a portion of their route; providing for the
60 per cent, and in Rhode Island of near-sightednessin the pupils have for that they are given to outrageous favor- reduction, there is some doubt as to organization and managementof uylunin for the
amending the Divorce law, ...Jointresolunearly 30 per cent' Comparisons of some time been the subject of systematio itism, and that their screeds have no real whether the State will be able to secure innanc;
tion* were passed authorizing the issue of a land ps»quarterlyfailures are not or much value, study by Dr. C. R. Agnew, of New York. value. — Chicago Times.
the mau it should have to fill this office. c it to Thomas Burns, of St. Clair; extending thetime for the compleUon of the Marquette, Houghbut the returns indicate a generally im- In a recent address before the Medico. Crop Prospects.
The positionis one of great responsi- ton aud Ontonagon railroad ; appropriating $8,600
proved conditionof business in Georgia, Legal Society, he stated the results of an
The StatisticalCorps of the Depart- bility, and involves no little expense not to liquidatethe deficiency of tho State Centennial
Board ... .Mr. Burtch sent in hi* resignationu SenMaine, Boston, Michigan, New York investigation made in various schools of
ment of Agriculture report upon the provided for outside of the salary.
ator, ho having been appointed United State* Discity, North Carolina,Rhode Island, Vir- Cincinnati,New York, and Brooklyn.
A joint committee of the House and trict Attorney for the Western Districtof Michigan,
conditionof wheat in 868 counties of the
ginia and Wisconsin, while in other lo- The number of students examined was
Mr. Burleighintroduceda series of roaolutions
Western wheat region. In 218 the re- Senate are busily at work tinkering up a complimentaryof the retiringSenator, wbioh were
calitiesthe number of failures is gener- 1,479, of whom 630 were in Cincinnati,
new
Tax
law.
It
is
proposed
to
relegate
turns are comparativelyunfavorable. In
unanimously adopted .... The balanceof the day
ally nearly as large or larger than it was 549 in New York, and 300 in Brooklyn.
650 a conditionvarying from average to to the counties much of the management wu* occupied in oommlttceof the whole.
during the first quarter of last year.
Of the 630 Cincinnatipupils, 209 were superior thrift is indicated. In the At- of delinquent tax sales, redemptions, House.— Bill* were passed : Amendingtho ManIt is not possible to draw any just con- from the districtschools, and of these
chester villagecharter;appropriating $49,000 for
lantic States, north of North Carohna, etc., now controlled by the State. Tho
clusion of importance from these reports. 83 J per cent, had natural, or emmetropic
running expenses, repair* aud building a dormitory
occasion
for
this
is
the
fact
that
under
and in those of the Ohio valley, there
They clearly do not show that the con- eyes, while 10 per cent, were nearfor tho Htate Agricultural College for tho next two
has been far less injury from the frost what is known as our “ Five year law” year* amending the law* pertaining tomluiugcomdition of general health has been reached. sighted. In the intermediate schools,
there is constantly accumulating an in- panies. .Mr. Robbins, Chairman of the liquor-trafNor do they indicate a general decline 210 scholars were examined, and of these than usual. Of 320 counties, only 45 re- debtedness of the counties to the State. fic committee, moved to take from the order of third
port below the average, and six-sevenths
reading, and re-refer to the liquor traffic commitin commercial stability. They point 80 per cent, were natural, and 14 per
of the reports from the Middle States are There 1ms been held out by this system tee, PoliceLiquor bill, House general order 81, with
rather to an. adjustmentof business to cent, near-sighted. In the normal highfavorable. In Missouri unfavorable re- a great temptation to townships having a instructionsto amend. Numerous motions wore
new conditions;to loss where business schools, tho eyes of 210 students were
made to indefinitelypostpone, immediate passage,
turns are from 15 of the 66 counties re- large amount of nearly worthless lands etc. Finally tho bill was recommittedto the comhas been speculativeand rash, and to examined, and of these 78 per cent, were
to
assess
the
largest
part
of
their
tax
ported. In Kansas, from 17 of the 38
mittee on liquor-traffic,
without instructions....
gradual improvement where the gam- emmetropic, and 16 per cent, nearTho Local Option bill was defeated.
counties, grasshopper ravages are re- upon this poor loud.
bling element has been duly eliminated. sighted. All this goes to show that nearSaturday, April 21.— Senate.— The Senate
All resolutionsintroduced to fix the
ported. In 22 counties of Eastern KanThe losses are not over where honest sightedness is a progressivedisease in
refused to concur in the House amendment to the
day
of
final
adjournment
ore
promptly
sas, from Nebraska to the Indian Terriexchange has given place to dice-throw- the schools. The results for the other
Railroad Commissioner's
bill reducinghis salary to
tory, ns far west as Saline county, the laid on the table, and the Legislature
ing.
two cities teach the same lesson.
per annum, and making it criminal for him
wheat-growing district is alive with evinces a determinationto adjourn when $2,000
to make a contract with any railroadcompany other
The 549 studentsmentioned above as
grasshoppers, which threaten the de- it gets ready, and not until then, what- than directedby law.... Bills were passed prohibitThe Effects of a European War.
examined in New York belonged to the
ever may be the opinion of outsiders.
ing the killing of quail at any time ; repealing the
War in Europe does not mean unlim New York College. Here, in the intro- struction of crops in several counties.
The bill providing local option on the specialact protecting fish in Com and Berrien
More
than
20
counties
report
hatching
counties ; confirmingcertain land sales to Henry
ited prosperityin America. When th
ductory classes,571 per cent, were found
liquor question for Hillsdalecounty was Mores; amending the Banking laws relative
war-drums throb, anywhere in the civh emmetropic, and 29 per cent, near- of spring broods. There is an increase
of area of wheat in Texas, and the defeated yesterday, though receivinga to the quorum of bank directors ; amending the
feed world, some share of the sufferin, sighted. In the Freshman class, 42 1 per
law relative to the inspectionof kerosene oil ; limitprospects
are favorable, with the excep- much larger vote than was anticipated by lug the number of days’ sitting of specialmeetings
and loss must fall sooner or latea to ei
cent, had natural eyes, and 40 per cent
many of its friends. Its discussionwas of Boards of County Supervisors ; repealing tho specry nation. Modem finance and moder were near-sighted; in the Sophomore tion of grasshopper ravages. In othei
Fish laws of Oceana county; authorizing Gratiot
made the occasion of some sharp and cial
cotton
States
the
dry
autumn
am]
county to build a Jail; allowing racing of horses on
commerce have bound all nations togetli class no very material differenceflom
uncalled-for
invectives
from
one
or
two
certain
occaaions ; appropriating $87,000 for finishvariable winter Imve depressed the
er with ties that cannot be seen but can
what was observed in the preceding
ing and furnishing the Eastern Asylum for the Inprohibitionists and a “ license ” man.
condition
of
wheat
below
the
average.
not be broken, and the true interestc
sane at Pontiac ; unending the License laws.
.The
classes ; but in the Junior class 37 per
The bill providing a grant of lands for bills for tho organization of two militarycompanies,
each has become the best interest of all cent, bad natural eyes, and 56 per cent
Customs Disregarded.
the Alpena and South Snore railroad was one at Mason and the other at Dexter,were both
Jay Cooke could not fail at New Yor
were near-sighted. In the Senior class
defeated....The entireafternoon was consumediu
Mrs.
Chew
Goon
Poe, the Maine school defeated in the House on Wednesday, committeeof the whole on sundry biBs.
without causing starvation in many a:
50 per cent, had normal eyes, and 87 per
but
was
immediately
reconsidered
and
teacher, who married a Chinaman at Sar
House.— The vote defeating the Hillsdale Local
English town, and the Sublime Port
cent, were near-sighted. The Brooklyn
Francisco some' time since, has taken f referred back to the Committee on State Option bill on Friday was reconsidered and laid on
cannot send devout Mussulmans to b
studentsexamined belonged to the Polyreporter of the San Francisco Chronicle Affairs,and it will be greatly amended the table... In committee of the whole the House
food for Russian cannon without bring technic Institute of that city. Here,
and the vote tried over again. A two- passed Baker's bill amending the law relative to the
ing disaster, near or remote, to piou the academic department, 56 per cent, into her confidence,and convinced hiir
thirds majority will be required to pass State Electoral College....It then took up Baker's
that
she
did not marry for money, but foi
Christiansin Maine or California.
bill, general order No. 214, a bill making stringent
were emmetropic, and 10 per cent, nearthat which mokes the world go round, tc the bill, and its prospects are by no provisions against all manner of political bribery.
It is very much the habit to take it fo
sighted. In the collegiate department
wit, love. There was a receptionseveral means flattering, though it seems to A long debate followed, in which Messrs. F. A.
granted that war in Europe -will be
(a higher grade), 53 per cent, were emweeks
after the wedding, and all her hus- have merit, as the people of that section Baker and A. J. Sawyer spoke in favor of, and
great blessing to this country. War be
metropic, and 281 Per cent, were near- band’s relativeswere invited to come witl of our State are much in need of railroad Messrs. J. C. Sawyer and Hopkins against the bill.
.The remainderof the day was occupied in comtween civilized nations needs to sustai: sighted. — Popular Science Monthly.
wedding presents. In China the bride it ommnnication during the winter season. mittee of the whole on the Normal Bcnool Approit grain and gold as well as blood an
priation bill.
not visible on such occasions, but a coolie The Marquette and Mackinaw land
iron, and the immediate demand for th
Austria’s Position.
Monday, April 23.7-Senate.— In the foregrant
will
undoubtedly
be
extended
servant, dressed fantastically,pours oul
support of combatants, in food, cloth
There is undoubtedlymuch truth in
for two years more, during which time noon there was no quorum present, and a recess
the
tea
and
distributes
confections.
The
ing, and munitions of war, will not b
was taken until noon.
.At the afternoonsession a
the statement that Austria is profoundly
it is hoped that the revival of the iron
inconsiderable. But the main andol agitated at the near approach of war be- friends of Chew Goon Poe assembled ii
quorum was present, but the body adjourned until
and
copper-mining
interests
will
secure
morning, on account of having no business before
vious fact is that ports from which aboi] tween Russia and Turkey, and may med- a restaurant,with gongs and fiddles,
the construction of this important'roal it, hiving exhausted its entire calendar,and waiting
42,000,000bushels of grain are usuall itate a movement into Herzegovina and each bringing to the banquet a sum ol
money ranging from $3 to $40. When connecting the upper and lower penin- for the Honse to give it work.
sent to supply European demands wi!
Bosnia as on offset to the Russian invaHouse.— There wu no quorum iu the House on
the company were ready for tea the Cau- sulas.
lie closed by a struggle between Russi
sion of Bulgaria. The Austrians are casian bride moved suddenly upon the
The laws relatingto mining corpora- its firstassembling, so it took a recessfor one hour.
and Turkey. The number of cot evidently afraid that, in case of war,
tions have undergone a thorough re- Finally a quorum wu present in the person of fiftysumers will
unchanged; th there may be a change of territorial Mongolianworks by emerging from the
two members, who occupiedtwo hours in getting
vision. in the form of a very voluminous
ten bills on the special order .... Mr. Robbins offered
number of producers will be greatl status, and fear that if the Russians get obscurity of her chamber, taking the
head of the table, pocketing the monej bill wliich has now passed both branches s resolution directing that hereafter no member
.

.

.

.

.

_

;

. .

.

.

m

.

.

.

..

be

diminished.Grain, meat, clothing
weapons, munitions, and man

manufactured articleswill be purchase
from this country in much larger qua:
tity because of the war. Already ca:
goes are dispatched by telegraphico:
der ; already factories open their door
and the prices of our chief products ft
export advance. But the medal has tv
faces. We are certain to ship largi
quantities of products at higher price
and in the exchanges of nations the!
products are as good as gold, and yet tl
premium on gold in American marke
rises swiftly.

Inasmuch as we owe nearly or anil
$2,000,000,000 abroad, in the form
bonded debt, the credit of oorporatioi
and municipalitiesnot known to l
strong is likely to be severely tester
Not a few railways, which have stni
gled until now against bad managemei
-or adverse fate, will be forced to surre;
.der at discretion long before the Tur]
,

and pouring out the

tea. The

guesl

everything down to the Balkan moun- the customs of the Orient, but the brid
tains, and perhaps something beyond
did not seem to understand the Chines
them, in which case she would be com- language. She deposited tne money i
pelled to take Herzegovinaand Bosnia
a bank the next day, and her husband
in self-defense, rather than have Russia
unable to convince her that her oondu<
swallow them. The movement to occupy is improper.
these two provinces, however, must of
Rainfall in England. ; ]
necessity involve Austria in new complications at home. It would change the
There are!, 500 stations in the Unite
center of gravity and bring the Sclaves Kingdom where measurements of rainfc
to the front, outnumberingthe Magyars, are carefully made. Taking the count:
and constitutingthe prominent element generally, July and October might 1
of the populationand the controlling ele- regarded as the wettest months. Jul
ment
in the Government. The
two com- owing to the very large amount ofti
—
— ---xucwwcvmbined would of course almost completelyfalling during thunderstorms ; and O
overshadow Northern or German Aus- tober, from frequent steady^rains ; whi
tria, the issue of which, sooner or later, the least fall happens in April and Ma
would be the secession of the German Every inch of ram gives 22,623 gallo
element to Germany, thus leaving Aus- of water per acre, or 14,500,000 gallo
tria to be split again between the Sclave per square mile, and this fact forms t
and the Magyar. The situation of Aus- basis of all calculations respectingwai
tria, therefore, as will be seen at a glance, supply.
:

•

of the Legislature. It is said to have shall be granted leave of absence
of slckneu, or for cause stated.
the approval of all the prominent min- afternoonsession there wu a
ing

men

interested in this State.

Very few of the important appropriation bills have yet passed, and the numerous bills relating to railroad charter*
do not seem to come to the surface. The
Senate has gone through with its “ general order,” and is making rather better
progress than the House.
Senator Burch, the youngest and one
of the most prominent members of the
“Upper 32,” tendered his resignation,
Friday, in order to enter upon the duties
of Umted States Attorney for the Western District of Michigan, to which position he was recentiyelevated by President

Hayes. The Engrossing and En-

rolling Clerk of the Senate, Capt
Frisbie, has also resigned to accept a
clerkship in a Western Indian agency.
The health of members generally has
been good, though two are now absent
on account of serious illness. One of

except on account
Carried .... At the
large attendance,
when it resolved Itself into committee of the whole
on sundry bills.

A Phenomenal Animal.
The Jefferson (Ark.) Republican reports the shooting in Little River
county, in that State, recently of a
phenomenalanimal, having the body of
a well-formedred deer, with a head that

resembled a baboon, and a suit of long,
brown, shaggy beard. It waa killed by
Dr. Colling, who says that, when he was
aiming at it, its large eyes seemed to
melt with pity and compassion,as
though it were aware of its dreadful
danger. Me had no sooner fired than
the creature leaped high in the air and
uttered a most heart-rending scream.
The doctor says it must be a species of
the Mexican centaur, as described in
legends as existing in certain portions of

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

|

gether for their own evil purposes, and

let

and tbe placemen. Meanwhile the Presi-

Saturday, April

1877.

28,

NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC.

dent has only to advance his standard as

- -0

he now does and invite the contest with

STANS BY TEE PRESIDENT.
Tbe whole country has
in if

in that the

the challenge, “He that
against

cause for rejoic**

Presidentstands firmly by

is not for

us!” Law abiding

us

A new medicine discoveredby Dr. Alexander

No. 86# Eighth Street.

is

Boidslo.July 1st, 1875. This remedy is an extract

citizens every-

Opp. VanRaalte’s Shoe Store.

where will rally to his support with enthusiasm born of honest impulse, and the

from the branchesof the peach tree, and will cure
tho following diseases, vix: Sore Eyes, Liver

DEALERS IN

as-

nuns. The corruptionistsand obstrucsurance of the victory of law and peace
have given him scattering
which now pervades the land will become
shot from masked batteries ever since the
him to retreat have but confirmed his pur-

now

pose to go forward, and

a glorious
it

my duty

and I

am
DEALERS IN

BOXE AND TEE JESUITS.

European statesmen, and what is of a Silver Ware, Watches, Clocks,
more good deal more significance,Journals,—
Jewelry & Fancy Goods.

W. &

own

thrill of

forcibly expressed. Being questioned as
to the ciiticisms

oped

in the

upon his policy

os devel-

South Carolina case, he replied

had no defense to
was making to bring

in manly words that he
offer for the efforts he

of tbe papal church throughout Europe,

and

its publication

full consistory of

determined upon by a

cardinals.The princes

Holland. March

1877.

24.

to

ous time to begin tho active operations of

P
D

U1

poralities. Impossible, visionary ns this

discover it. He only asks that the country

safe to

them

read these words and take heart.

We

could wish they had been spoken sooner,
hut they are none tbe less convincing and

whom

they now

at heart

well-knownRepublicans, the one with a
and the other with a present fol-

history

lowing, are conspiring

and his policy a

to

make him odious

failure: while in the

South the carpet-baggerswho
foothold in public
add

stili

have a

life, are conspiring to

can to the perplexitiesof the

nil they

situation, and, to use the infamous Kellogg’s expression, “lie low” and await the

word from their accomplicesin the North
which shall he the signal for them

to strike

strikes the assassin— in the dark and in

sis

the back. These diverse influences,contemptible as they are, in some respects
represent elements of .cunning and of

power which might make many a man
hesitate and in hesitating surrender. But,
as

we have

said, the President does not

quail. Hear his words again; “I think it

my duty

to carry out the policy, and I

am

going to do it."

Now,

good men
all parties show by words, and deeds
if

ever, then, should

well, that the

men

of
as

at the helm has their

confidence and Khali have their no wavering

support. And who, indeed, shall withhold encouragement?Good Republicans
have long condemned,some openly and
more in private, the dangerous tendencies
of the policy of sectional estrangement
which their party has been compelled to
carry at the bidding of unworthy leaders.

Good Democrats have

contended that only by

for

o

The

it as

mere

thwarting the good purposes of the only

man who,
power

to

having the

will,

has also the

D
P
d

Saxony,

Ch

but pin

them by the bayonet

Where then shall
but

among

at its feet?

the opposition

those

who

be found

love party rather

0-

--

---

jiejirst-class-

Goods

Yours Respectfully,

CBCHINNE ANT|NE.

-

588 Jewett St., Grand Rapids, Mich.

Had catarrh five years and fever and ague three
honrs. and my catarrh
peach branch medicine.

St

tel

m

G.

Holland, Aug.

—

:o:

—

From and

see.

date,

have been sick and sufferingwith a sore throat
for the past five years. I have tried numerous
physicians, but could find no relief until I employed
Dr. Bosisio, and after taking four bottles of his
peach branch medicine,since three weeks under
I

VAN PUTTEN.

I

2, 1876.

CROSBY’S
MORTON HOUSE BLOCK.

—

after this

Corner Monroe and Ionia
I

Streets.

GkHWLND RAPIDS.

intend to devote to this line ol

and remains the popuEating House of Grand

trade the necessary attention, This

is

lar

hand
White

Rapids.

Spring Chickens on Hand.

deduction

you want a square meal go
and try them.

If

Breakfast 25 cts. Dinner 25
cts. Supper 25 cts.

OYSTERS^ A "SPECIALTY.

SUSAN BAILEY.
recovering from a serious Illness wish to maka
a few remarks in behalf of Dr. Bosisio, who has
been my faithful physician until I am entirely out
of danger. I wai attended by two of the leading
physiciansin Fremont, who held a consultation,
with the deci-ion that I could not survivemore
than one hour from the time of their mteting.—
Dr. Bosisio brought me entirely out of danger inside of 24 hours, and in three days was on my feet
again.— To the Dr. I am indeed very gratrfnl.
I,

MRS. MARY

K.

City of Grand Haven, in laid County, on Tuesday the twenty-fourth day of lAnril,in the year
one thousand eight hui.dred ana seventy-seven.
Present: Sahuil L. Ta*i, Judge of Probate.
In the matter of the estate of Frederick Von
den Beidt, deceased.
vu reartlng and^flllng the petmon,^dulyverl

And

further ordered, that said petitioner
notice to tbe person • interested In said estat
the pendency of said petition and the hea
thereof by cans ng a copy of this order to be
lished in the “HollakdCittN*W8,,,a newsp
printed and circulated in said County of OtU
for four successive weeks previous to said da
hearing.

than country and self above everything?
A
Let these come together and remain to- U

it

E.

to

order any time,

*5w

TATE,

Judge of Probate.

MISS ALICE ROWE.

, _

Baldwin, Mich.. July 15th, 1876.

GIVE THE»TaTRIAL.
1-26

I have been troubled with catarrhIn its worst
forms for about six years. I have tried different
physicians and patent medicines,bnt derived no
benefit.After taking five bottlesof Dr. Bosisio’s
peach branch medicine, I am happy to sa> I am as

well as ever.

Meat Market.

MIKE O’BRIEN.
Sick with consumption for ten rears. Cured In
two weeks by using 10 bottles of Dr. Bosiaio’a

peach branch medicine.

No. 76, Eighth St.

HANS HANSEN.
Had

This Meat Market is in Sluiter’sStore, two doors
East of L. T. Ranters’ Book Store. They keep on
hand a choice assortmentot fresh meats, and also

running sore for three yoa^ ; enred In nine
days by using Dr. Bosisio’speach branch medicine.
a

L.

OLSON.

keep

Fresh Pork, Salt Pork,
and every thing else belonging to that line of
business. Full weights and good qualityis our

CONSULTATION FREE,
No. 29, Ninth Street,

standing rule.

Residence of A. Westveer.

Come and Give us

a Trial.
VAN DEN BERG & BRAAM.

Holland, Feb.

MORTGAGE

24, 1877.

SALE-

\KFAULT

J.

VAN RAALTE.

W.

Bosnian,

Merchant

-

Tailor,

Dealer In all kinds of

Ready Made

HEROLD, CUSTOM MADE CLOTHING
NEW BRICK STORE
- AND

Moved

Eighth Street, City of Holland.

Into his

o

One door West of VAN LANDRGBND A MELI8
and now offers a fall line of goods and at such reasonable prices, that It will be to the advantage of
every one to come and Inquire. We have ampl#
facilities In onr new quarters to make up clothing

Ladies,

Gents,

at

abort

notice.

r

having been made In the condition*
/ of a certain mortgage executed by James
iso and Julia M. Voae, hia wife, to Mariette Howid. bearing date the twenty-eighth day of October,
D. 1871. and recorded in the office of the Regisof Deeds for Ottawa County,State of Michigan,
the eighteenthday of January, A. D. 1872. at
von o’clock In the forenoon, in Liber W of Mortges. on page 271, through non payment of the
>ney secured to be paid by said mortgage,by rean of which the power to sell in said mortgagehas
come operative, on which mortgage there ia
limed to be dno at the date of this notice the sum
twrlvo hundred and sixty dollars and forty-one
nte. and also an attorney fee of fifty dollara, proied for in said mortgage; and no snlt or proceedg having been instituted at law to recover the
bt now remaining secured by said mortgage or
v part thereof;Notice la therefore hereby given,
at by virtue of a power of sale containedin said
)rt gage and pursuantto statutein such case made
d provided, the said mortgage will be foreclosed
a sale at public vendue of the mortgagedpremisthereindescribed,to wit: AU those certain

*
sold Village of Kastmanvillc, and numred according to the plat of said Village as reded in the office of the Register of Deeds for said
nnty of Ottawa in aaid State, containing: about
entv acres of land, be the same more or lees, at
ren, all in

M

Youth and

EINDS

OFJJMJSBINE

GOODS,

is

true copy, (Attest,)SAMUEL L.

SHOOTER.

Webber, Lake Co., Mich., July 25, 1876.
I had been sufferingfiom catarrh for four years.
I have been treated by four different physicians
during the time bnt derived no permanent benefit.
After being under ihe rare of Dr. Boaialo five days,
and having taken five bottles of his peach branch
medicine,I am feeling perfectlycured, «nd gratefnllv recommendhim to all persona Bufferingwith

and satisfaction guaranteed.

BOOTS A SHOES
at

J.

with pleasure that I make this statementin
regard to a serious Illness from which I have Just
recovered.— Some six weeks ago I was to be con
fined, and engaged one of the first physiciansof
Fremont to attend me ; my case being an nncommon difficultone. I got no encouragement from
him.— I then culled a second one, who with nearly
the same result, discouraged me to such an extent
tt'at I wus driven into flta. At last I called Dr.
Bosisio, who relieved me of the child and all pain
and danger; to him I owe my slucejc thanks.

catarrh.

Meals got up

Specialty.
B

did.

ANGELINS TROYLEY.

Makes Custom Work a

IX

I

Your true friend,

It is

Boots and Shoes

_

three weeks, with his

his care, I feel as well as ever

CROCKERY!
--

in

MISS ANNIE BAUTHER.

callTnd

Rockingham and

Ing that he may be empowered and iiceoiet
h el) certain real estate belongingto said estat
peace, now raise again the war-cry at the •old petition described for the purposes the
•et forth. Thereupon it ii ordered, that Moi
command of demagogues whose purely the Twenty-eighthday of May next, at
p clock in the afternoon, be assigned for
selfish motive is apparent? Shall the South,
hearing of said petition and that the heir* at
which has yearned for reconciliation and of the SHld deceased,and oil other persons
terested in said estate, are required to op
local self-government, now reject tbe olive *t a session of said Court, then to be holilt
branch and lend a helping hand to those the Probate office, in Grand Haven, in
County, and show cause, if any there be, whj
who bind the States, not by the silken pram of the petitioner•houid not be gran

cord of fraternity to the Federal power,

MRS. HARRINGTON.
have been troubled with the ague for 11 months ;
have tried every kind of medicinethat I could get,
bntconld not get anythingto help me. Hearing
of Dr. Bosisio I sent to him for some medicine,
and after taking one bottle I am entirelycured.
I

Si

A

accomplish this great end t Shall

1877.

daughter has been sick with fever and ague for six
months; have tried a great many different medi
cines hot wllh tbe same result.— Procnredsome of
Dr. Bosisio’s medicine, and after taking X bottles
of it she was entirely cured.

be relied upon.

a comland, Sweden, Norway, and Denmark. and will keep on
From Brazil sho counts on men and treas- plete stock of
Granite
ure, and from America the larger part of
the sinews of war, if not active legions of and C. C. Ware.
volunteers. The sanguine sons of the
liberal
to
church, indeed, count on a force of not
less than u million of men; to set out on the those who buy sets or in large
crusade against; anti-Christ,as the power quantities.
of Victor Emmanuel and Blsmark is styled
Yellowby the adherents of the pontiff.The clash
of arms in the east has been the opportun- Ware in large supplies.
ity of the Vatican many a time before. It
g. J. vaarwerk.
will, the advocates of active measures hold,
. Holland, Mich., Sepi. 10 1875.
be a signal for the rehabilitation of the
glory of the church, and every energy Is to
be put forth to be ready. What the energy
of the Roman church means history tells
in imperishable pages. The energy of
Rome has launched millions of men in
battle, set nations into murderous conflict,
held divine-rightrulers over reluctant
DEALER IN
peoples, devastated every plain in Europe,
drenched France, the Netherlands,Italy,
and Germany scores of times in blood.
What that amazing energy has done it can
do again. It was papal diplomacythat
brought about the Franco Prussian war,
and when the history of the last year’s
complicationsshall come to be written it
Rubbers, Slippers, etc.
‘will unquestionablybe found that the hand
of Rome has been busy in the intrigues
which have resulted in the complete checkmate to England and the almost inevitable
collision of the Austrian, German, and
consequently Italian peoples. With Eu- Of the neatest styles and best qualitieswhich I
offer cheaperthan anybody else.
rope iu flames, the pope hopes for an opportunity to master his jailers and reestablish the temporal power. The temporary or permanent retirement of Bismark
from watchful supervisionover the papal
schemes will not be apt to pass unappreciated by the astute heads at work on this
momentous prob\em.— Chicago Times.

the North, which has at heart longed for

22,

Rcapectfully DORA HACKERSON.

is rep-

con-

partisanclaptrap by

Mich., March

Employed nnmerons physicians, but reA prompt delivery free of charge, can months.
ceived no benefit. Dr. Bosisiocured my ague In

<1

landmarks in Federal governProbate Order.
ment could peace and prosperity be re- STATE OF MICHIGAN, County ol Ottawa, n«:
At a eesBlon of the ProbatoCourt of the County
stored to the country. Shall they now
of Ottawa, holden at tho Probate Office,in the

stamp

BERGHUIS.

CHA8. DICKERSON.

PRICES
- ARE LOW.

stitutional

give the lie to this confessionof faith or

further cure.

This Is to certify that I have been sufferingfrom
chills and fever for 8 months; cured with one bottle of Dr. Bosisio’s medicine.

-

O

o

years

a return to the

hope

!

Etc., Etc.

Hhall these now block the path of reconciliation?

for a

to

In behalf of Dr. Bosisio, I will ear that mr

----

whom

despise. In the President’s own State two

is steadily going on,

and we have reason

Frxmont Cintzb.

----

whose king and court are Catholic, sympathises with the pope and secretly aids
of battle, with “fears within and foes withand abhets the propagandists. Bavaris,
out.” Phillipshas sown the dragon’s
whose elections were carried by the ultrateeth of dissension in the very strongholds
montanes, would raise a huge array for
of Republicanism.The muUerlnt!8 of the the crusade if called upon, as the feeling
New England preachers, whose influence of hostilityto the empire enters the sectais not to be despised, were menacing tho’ rian hostilityof the country, so that when
the time comes for Rome to marshal her
muffled. Blaine has arisen to fold to his

have elected and

weeks. This improvement

P.

Crockery,
Flour & Feed.

ui

hope.

forces, she counts on the active support of
Spain; and Bavaria in tho lend, with enormthe administration has set the seal of con- ous volunteer forces from France, Ireland,
demnation. The Chandlers stealthily set Belgium, Saxony, Wurteroberg, Austria,
the Rhineish provinces of Prussia, Holpit falls for the man whom they claim to

enabled to enjoy her ont-doorwalks regularly

after having been treated by Dr. Bosisio three

1

inspiring because uttered on the very eve

breast the bastard governments upon

ELFERDINK.

Hats & Caps,

the sovereign pontiff. Religious fervor in

high.

BEEUWKES.

Holland, Mich., April 26, 1877.

Groceries,

but less than the dignity and usefuiuess of

resented running very

F.

pleasure to inform you, that my wife, who

It is a

Diy Goods,

captivity degrading to the Catholic faith,

Germany

W. G.

Is

W. & H.

FIRM

-

Ul

hierarchs in every country in Europe have

the Catholic countries of

cured my daughter's eyes in two weeks.

so far recoveredher health and strength that she

been ready to give him a sign of approval,
ceived as to his ultimate purpose, let

weak

I have been sufferingwith fever and «gue for 18
Having succeededthe late firm of G. Van Putten
& Co., at the same stand and In the same business months; have emnloyed numerous physicians hut
wishes to advertise through the columns of the derived no benefit.Was cured with 3 bottles of
Dr. Bosisio’s peach branch medicine.
News his stock of

The President cannot do better than
Clubs have been formed in every country
make these sentimentsthe corner-stone of
of Europe, whose ramifications are manl.is administrationof the high functions
aged by the Jesuits alone. Public sentiwith which he U entrusted. If there are
ment has been sedulously trained to veiw
any good but sceptical men who have not
tbe pope’s present position as a hideous
because still in fear lest they may be de-

years, with several physicians, for the cure of

G. Van Fatten.

has recognized

been impregnated with the new

1877.

Short Notice.

thwart me; but of one thing I am confi- poshed forward,with the subtle enginery
dent, namely, [ think it my duty to try and possible to the Jesuit alone. The Catholic
it."

28,

After many efforts in tho course of the last three

has been confined to her sickbed for 22 years, has

<1

because there are Northern and Southern war as inevitable.Upon this basis a promen who, in various ways, may possibly digious system of propagandisrahas been

out the policy ) and I am going to do

MRS. ELLA MARSHALL.
Holland, Mich., April

Repairing neatly done and at

ot the times have been scrutinized by the

pope and his advisers. The conditions
low the words, so lull of hope, that we that come to his aid are many— though the
wish to emphasize: “I do not know obstaclesseem insuperable. During tbe

c iri-y

Yours Repectfully,

RIVER STREET,

22

O NEW

judge from appearances. The signs

last year the papal cabinet

-

AT

84-ly

H

shall patiently wait the issue. Then fol-

I shall succeed in carrying it out,

every day.

The above firm make a specialtyof custom work.
Guarantee satisfaction.Their prices are low
enough to compete with any house in the city.
They keep constantly or hand a choice varietyoi
Ladles and Children shoes and gaiters.

6— ly.

question was admitted; it was necessary conspicuousfor far seeing, sagaciouspenetration, set to work, indicates that it is not
to inauguratea new policy; if that policy
first

have tried ten of the best physicians in tho State
good. Under the treatment of
Dr. Bosislo, at the expiration of one week I walked
two miles alone. I have used ten bottles of hla
peach branch medicine,and am improvingrapidly
but they did me no

eyes, we called in the services of Dr. Bosisio, who

Repairing Neatly and Promptly Executed.

of the policy that has heretofore purpose seems to the outside world, the
obtained in dealing with the Southern sober earnestness with which men who are

whether

past seven years, also been troubled with dropsy.

Holland, - - - Michigan

lailure

shall prove a failurehe must be the

Bio Rapids, 8ept. 26th, 1876.
This is to certifythat I have been blind for the

Full &ise of Gold Feus.

about reconciliation.His works, he said, that new crusade which is to rehabilitate
must be known by their fruits;the results the successor of Peter in bis ravishedtemmust justify Ids actions; the lamentable

NO.

Am, Kinds of Spectacles.

of tbe church agree that this is au auspici-

writ-

perdoz., $3 per half doz. Not less than a half doz.

ELFERDINK’S

H.

-

admirationac- affirmed was in preparation during the last
companied by the fervent wish that be may seven months. It was submitted, paragraph by paragraph, to the grand hierarchy
l e enabled to execute the purposes so
days ago without a

by

Price, $5

I

honored since statesmen are but the echoes of well
standard. No honest or patriotic citizen informed journals,— attach supreme imcm read his declarationsgiven to the portance to the late stirring pronunciamenworld through the press dispatches a few to of the pjpe. The document it is now

of his

D.

sold to any one.

assail-

ants, not. with a white flag, but with a

defiant unfurling

ing to the Doctor It will be sent C. 0.

We Invite onr friends and the public generally to
give us a share of their patronage.
T. E. ANN 18, M. D.

under ordinary circumstances,might be

older If they have it not on hand; or

will

Prcpcrlptions carefully prepared at all honrs of
the day and night. Our stock is all tirst-class, and
we offer it to the public cheap for cash.

Watchmakers | Jewelers,

that a gener-

esteemed formidable,he meets his

This remedy can be procured from druggists, who

and Fancy Articles.

going to do it."

under leaders who,

al assault is threatened

to carry out the policy,

Sick Headache, Heartburn, Catarrh, Fevers,etc.

Drugs, Medicines, Paints, Oils,

and irrevocable reality. "I think

Com-

plaint,Diseases of the Lungs, Dyspepsia,Dropsy,

his

tionists who

day of inauguration, so far from causing

Column.

Dr. Bogisio’s

ANN1S & BROEK,

Drs.

us have a square buttle between tbe people

Hats & Caps

Misses Wear.

iu

Great Variety.

^ if T liE11^ W K
FLFTH^DAY OF* JUNE0^’
D. 1877. at two o'clock in the afternoon, toppy the
anni dne on said mortgage with interest and opats,
including said attorney fee
Dat'd, Gdakd Haykn, March 28th, A. D. 1877.
'

Give us
Full line for the Winter trade.
Holland, Jao.

a call

Goods.,
:

J.

1, 1876.

and see our

Holland, Dec.

2,

W.

BOSMAN.

1876.

4&-ly

MARIETTE HOWLAND,
B. W. Duncak, Attorney.

Mortgagee.

Russia declared war on Tuesday

The grasshoppersare disappearingfrom

last.

Texas.

The
For

captains

of

vessels returned from

Shad

Chicago report the markets dull yet.

leghlNtlre news see the inside.

are becoming very plentiful In the

STAR
HAT
STORE,
^
MONROE

LA.ROEST

WoRt hWl^en (^mmenced 0Dex-ma^\ Ex-Alderman Breyman has made

Q^or Va^Landetend’sResidence.

A vn of

1

beer Was stolen out of

The wheat crop in Sonoma county, Cal-

*lensive improvements on his residence.

ifornia,has been injured by the blight.

The schooner A. Plugger

A

is

sallltfebe-

The handle factory of E. T. Curtis at
tween Spring Lake and Michigan City.
Lundblad's ice-house last week, r
Nunica,
Mich., is running on full time.
[111 ! 1444
/ P. Ppanbtikhl& Kool sawed their first J The corner-stone of E. Van der Veen’s
Mn. E. J. Harrington is putting up a
new block was laid yesterday afternoon.
f shingles on Thursday aftern«K»n last.
E.

Vahder Vkrn &

menced shipping

The

Co., have com-

saloon

of

Chae. Erickson was

staves and headings.

inquiries

made wo can

11-Ww
Don’t forget Rev. \V. Davenport’sdonation on Tuesday next,

say

The

that our fruit crop promises to be first-rate.

last

As a rule the area of land planted in
com In Texas is being largely increased

schr. Kate

Howard was hauled out

ton

&

May

H. Boone has

REAL THIS. REAL ALL.

A vessel is loading at Port Royal for
Holland. It will carry 450,000 feel of lum-

arrived home from a

its creators.

Henry

cities see the inside.

Slade, the Spiritualist,who

What

Zen as C.

is

gone.”

Bliss, a truly celebrated

of Grand Rapids, died on

Court at Yokohama.
doctor

Tuesday morn-

ing, of consumption, at his residence.

Mr. Fktty, section foreman, on

the

“Insults,”says

a

Wealth, or Fame, or

is

— Without1 Health!!

Life

Dr. Aikin’s Remedial Institute

-

-

FOR THE CURE

OF

--

CHRONIC AND SURGICAL DISEASES.

was TUB

On the 5th of March, for the first time, Imprisoned in London, is performing in
If the President’s policy is successful, a Japanese lawyer appeared to conduct a Holland,and exciting a great amount of
says the New York Evening Post, “Mr. case in the United States Consular-generalinterestamong the Dutchmen.
Blaine’s stock in trade

GBAND BAPIDS.

DR. AIKIN’S DOUBLE COLUMN.

y

afternoon. For the markets of the other of

GOODS,

RRICES VERY LOW.

Akley’s building.

ber, and will be the first shipment thence
western trip with a lot of new horses,
r*ov
to that country.
red
The first car load of tan bark arrived
oone is superb on a horse trade.
During the past week the Grand Haven
here on Thursday, consigned to E.
Centennial Park begins to look well fishermen caught thirty five thousand
Harrington.
already. About five or six years more and pounds of trout and twenty thousand
OuH markets were corrected Thursday everybody will be chanting the wisdom pounds of whilefish.

/

STRAW

1st, at \Yel-

Saturday,and the carpenters are hard

work repairing her.

at

this year.

/
y

IN

ear Chicago depot.

robbed of some money and liquors a few

best assorted Stock of

HATS, CAPS and

building on one of his lots on Olh street,

days ago.

From many

Aud

A

—

Bakeiy. Has the

Ne^ct door tD Sears1

California rivers.

/

STREET.

NO. 80

v

Grand Rapid*

DOCTOR'SLOCATION !• moat eligible, central and
convenientat

Bustnes* Center

(,

57 Monroe-st.

Opposite (above)Rathbun Hoiitfo.

And he ha« also another ontrancoat

bKM.u

between the Library and

The rumors of fires, south and north ol
modern philosopher, us, were entirely overdone — no houses

“are like counterfeit money.

We cannot having burned there recently. There has
hinder their being offered,but we are not been some fire in the woods, however,
which has perhaps been the cause of the
compelled to take them.”

91 Ottawa-st.

Separate rooms for dlflercr.t pAtlnntr.Call earlr,
Patient* arriving In the city honld come at once to
Bee th" Doctor before attending to other bonlncM.
Officebourn, 9 a. m. to 4 p. m. Sunday 10 to 2.

DR.

AIKIN

pre-cmtnentlysuccessful In curing cases In his
M.
R. R. is putting up a dwelling
Great 8i>eclaltle». and has many livingwltnesies who
Everybody expects better times now
life and health to him. after having given up all
Columbia Fire Engine Co., have made owe
house on 7th street, near the Geerling, that a war has actually commenced in
hope of relief.Ills remedies are most Infallible,
marvelous efficacyrelieving svmptoms and reBecker & Co. mills.
Europe. In the mean time we must pay commendable improvements"in their with
moving the cause of disease, restoring the vital orroom—
painting
and
hanging
it with an gans to their natural functions, purifying and Invigenormous prices for food.
By a resolution of the City Council of,
appropriate paper, and supplying the room orating the whole system, and ho is universally reMobile, all cotton factories erected within VDla.. Geo. Lauder, son of ex-alderman with nice armchairs. It makes a fine lied upon as
1 from Pain, Weakness,Whites,. Ulceration,Sapthe corporate limits will be relievedfrom Lauder, who is now a citixen of Califor
room now and gives it a degree of attrac
It Is false economy to suffer from any annoying I pression or other diseases, aud i r*g out » mlsor-----------—
* — ~».i_ .i.nu
i .ku
hv • Htiio ram you can have the ontaxation for ten years.
nia, has been appointed station agent at tion for the firemen which it did notposess
or symptom, wbldl' from hi. ..mu, .=d
snccesa in *o many simtlar caaea, you
the M. L. 8. R. R. depot. This is a good formerly.
. Health
Health Is
Is for circularand ImportantInformation.
reason to believe the Doctor can cure.
When you go to Grand Rapids, call at
healthy children, or none.
cheaper than suffering and fbnerals. Do not be fgystlrplcnl-tnre—few,
appointment.
the Star Hat Store if you want a nice fine
The difference between the cost of pro misled or Influenced by theenvlnns. Jealous or prejudiced, bnt acting on your own best Judgment, call
hat. They have the choicest variety we
The latest European auvices indicate duclion of cotton fabrics, North and to fully Investigate and satisfy yourself. No use FIU, Chorea, Palsy, and all Nervous Affections are
to denounce a man who takea hopelesscases from cured where other means fall, by Improved remehave ever seeu in the West.
that the war is likely to become general. South, is from two to four cents on the
the hands of good physicians, and by his superior
In that case the maps will be changed, pound of raw material in favor of the South skill and Improved remediesrestores them at once ‘lk’
The schr. Joses cleared light for Musto health and life’s enjownent.
and we will all have to study our Euro- In consequence, the manufactories o
Surgical DIs eases. Cancers, Tumors, Hare-Lip,
“ TOO LA TKt DIED THROUGH NEGLECT!"
kegon. Capt. R. Scfrnddelee is still a litFistula, Club-Foot, etc., remedied by the most apGeorgia all prospered last year and depean “geography” over again.
In how many cases this can be said of friends or proved raetboda,
tle lame from his accident last summer,
clared dividends, while a large number at relativesvictims of Consumption or othtr Inslduous disease, and how sad the reflection that tho
but mounted his quarter-deck nevertheless.
On Sabbath evening, April, 29 In Hope the North and East lost money.
timely, akUlfal treatment to prolong life was negChurch, a sermon will be preached before
lect ed.
The American flag was flying from the
KIDDLEOLD KEH,
Most families haveoue or more with life embltFrom careful inspectionit has been asthe Senior class of the Theological Semi,
i oy newness sunonng— seldom irec irora pain, j Buffering the sad cffecteon body and mind of Selftop of E. Van der Veen’s stave factory on
iye conscious of disease or dlsabllltv, yet who | Abuse, Excesses. Disease, or Defect, whatever
nary at Hope College. Services com- certained that the grasshoppereggs in Stehe restored to health bythe skillful Specialist. | read or doctored in vain, letn t despair or ftlso
Thursday last, and upon inquiry found the
mence at 7% o’clock. Sermon by Prjles- vens county, Minnesota,are past hatching,
fKatabllhed hero in extensivepractice since , modesty be your ruin but call or send at once,
cause to be a wedding of one of the emat (St. Lonis In '63, Han Francisco during *79) j |3jf the only aura, rational, lasting cure for
and that scarcely any possess any vitality enjoying
sor Crispell.
a wide and meritedreputation as a moat j Spermatorrhoea
Seminal Weakness, Nsrvous Deployes.
at all. From the SUseton agency, forty snccessfulPhysiclau. and having thorongh qualifi- I bfilty, Impotenco,etc. No quackeryor deception .
Mr. Wm. Van Putten, has purchased miles west of Stevens county, the same cations, insight and aptresa for the healing art, Friendly advice and reliableaid. It le well known
wtth all the beet means and appliances-lnstruthat Dr. A, always effect* a cure. Ilia treatment
Mr. George Van Duren, having an eye o very handsome safe and placed it in his
cheerful report Is sent, all of which has menU and remedlea-knownto the Profession, a Includes all— you need never look elsewhere.
constant succeasslonof cures still attendsDr. Those about to many should not fall to consult him.
to business, is building a mainmouth ice- store. It is of very heavy construction, and
elevated the spirits of the farmers in that Aikin’s practice,and consequentlythe number of imi quickest, tnlfd remedies for all privatedl*box in his meat market, and thus hopes to absolutely fire-proof,besides being beautihis patients I* aver on the Increase.
__ e’aiea or old symptoms. Gleet, Brpbllls,
section, and all are putting in heavy crops.
trlcture, Defects. Phimosis, Hydrocele.Yiricobe enabled to furnish his customers with
fully finished. Well, go ahead Van! Tt
cele, etc., radicallyeared. No mercury used. Prl
pure smelling meats, etc.
v*ie Rooms. No “irotilng prescriptions.”
Trsve
Dispatches from Europe duted Wednesis a good sign.
THE WELL KNOWN SPECIALIST,NOW PER- lers promptlysupplied.
day, April 25, state that the Russian army
While
many
Innocent
victims
suffer
the
terrible
MANENTLY LOCATED IN GRAND
A. Wierskma, clerk in the Post Office,
Harrington & Vaupell.ourliverymen,
effects of certain diseases neglected or badly treat
RAPIDS, MICH.
is advancing in strong force through Roncd by physicians In general (they should not be In
has received his appointment as mail-route
HIS
IMPROVED
REMEDIES
AND
TREATMENT
have purchased a lot of new buggies aud
trusted with these cases),it Is right and proper to

rumor.

L.

Is

A Doctor who Cures.
•

—

-

nr«

EPILEPST.

DEFORMITIES,

GENTLEMEN!

H

,

MED AND

__

DR. AIKIN.

mania, the Turks aud Roumaniansfall-

RAVE MADE HIM CELEBRATED FOR
use plain terms that tho Indiscreet or unrortnnata
may know where to get help, and no offtnae can be
HIS EXTRAORDINARY SUCCESS.
taken by pure minded persons— See Titu* 1-16.
last appealed to the powers for mediation, ALL CLASSES OF PATIENTS TREATED
will be filled by R. Kanters, Jr.
WITH EQUAL CARE AND SKILL.
to please. They have also fitted up a new
Good Advice and Good Treatment
but they turn a deaf carlo him. Von HUNDBMS ATTEST TBS 0BIAT SFNCACT Of SIS
Youths and men who have received from others
waiting room for their customers, which
Moltke, General-in-chiefof Germany- Ma**t*m *»» tnmr taarmaaa, Lvra bad treatment and Immoral advice (resulting In
The Butter Tub manfg Co. are .putting
is also an accommodation to the public.
sad consequencesor terriblediseases),will And a
made a speech in the German Parliament
in more and more machinery, and will
true friend In Ur. Atkin, whose counseland remeYArsdizsrs/iizz'itt
dies they can rely upon for their moral an physical
#rj*r vr
soon bo able to commence shipment of
Gerrit Koniug and Jacob Minderhout that looks rather suspiciousto quite a
well-being.
Mmi*Tfa*raM,
number
of
European
prolentates.-espectheir patent Tub. So far everything works started out as practical hatters,and a great
HIS PATIENT* GAIN 10 TO 40 LB*. IN WBIOUT.
t
well, and abundant hopes are left for the many had a hearty laugh over It at their clally France. The plague has again Serious,Complicated Diseases,that for Stammering, and Impedimenta In speech that dally
and hourly vex and mortify, and make one a laughMany years Resist the Treatment of
future.
expense. Thursday they scut word to broken out in Persia. This is the latest
ing stock throngh life, permanently cured by a
numerous Physicians, are speedily
scientific, rational and practical method.
some of their friends that they had done news in a nut-shell.
Cured by Dr. Aikin.
E. F. Sutton, our beer brewer, had an
Sick Headache, and Ague, cured by one dose.
well at Bangor and Hartford, intending to
Antidotes lor Opium, Tobacco and Liquor Habits.
accident while on the dock delivering
Another one of our very oldest settlers
bapporters,Preventives,Syringes,etc.
go to St. Joe next, and from there they
The Right Doctor at Last. Trusses,
supplied.
goods, his foot slipping caused him to fall
died very suddenly, on Sunday evening
would cross over to Chicago— if they do
A suffererfor yetrs from diseaseand bad treatin such a manner so as to dislocate his
last. Francina 8mit— »« Bos— the moth- ment, writes: “Dr. Aikin. I thank yon from the
that, it will burst them.
Every Patient (either sex) may 'freely state all
bottom of my heart for making me as well as 1 am.”
shoulder. Dr. Morris was called and ater-in-law of Mr. Peter Oosten. She came
n, either
eltl in perA gentleman states: “Dr. Aikin, you are ilpht— particularsof their case to Dr. Aikin,

messenger, between Holland and Pent- light wagons for the accommodationof
water. The vacancy in the Post-office the public; which they are trying hard

ing back before

them. The Porte has

at

st-st-stutterxng

CONFIDENTIAL!

tended to

his case.

The weather was

quite

warm on Mon-

has been day last, especially for an April day, and
culminated in a rattlingthunder squall in
received at the general store of G. Van
the evening. The lightning struck down
Putten— consisting in choice groceries,
the chimney of Capt. B. Van Rij’s resi
bleached and unbleached muslins, calicoes
and all manner of dry goods, hats and dence, and passed out through the key
hole of the door, without damaging the
A large new

stock of goods

caps, straw goods, etc., Call and see him.

house or hurting any of itainmates. Light-

to this

country with Dr. A. C. Van Raalte,

and settled with him here in this colony.
She moved about considerable, but conto come aud live
of her days about

cluded

here tho remain-

der

three

weeks

ago,

Is needless to be sick. Br following your directions,after vonr medicine* h*d cured ms, have
sept perfectlywell, I tell overybodyof your great
success and improved
bucccbb
froprov
treatment.”
Another one Btya: “Have never felt bo well In
my life *b when under yonr ctro and since your
curing me.”

It

,

A DOCTOR TO HAVE FAITH IN.
A lady writes to Dr. Alktn : “I am bo »oon and
well by your treatment that my faith In
On Sunday evening— while the whole fam- eanlly
yon Ib unbounded and shall recommend von to all
my
friends
as a most reliablephysician,
ily were at church, (with the exceptionof
“Must have help, or die, or go Insane, I conclusome little ones,) she suddenly departed ded, ” writes a man of Sfl, In poor health for years,
this life, at the age of 68 years and a few who, after a short treatment by Dr Aikin, further
•fates: “Your remedies are having a remarkable
effect. I can sloep better,am galnlnv flesh, and
mouths.

This

graciously

is 8 to 7.

On Sunday morning the daughter
Mr. Stephan died

at

of

the age of 19. This

as soon as they appear. Every number
known far and wide by the southern people, without regard to politics of the Detector contains likewise lists of
pitiable condition she has always been in or color. In Georgia, he aaya, the colored
all the National and State banks in the
during her life-time, paralysis and insan- people have no cause of complaint. The country,financial news and items, price
mlty. The incessant care of a patient feeling between the two races is friendly, current, reviews of the money and stock

and all are secured in their rights, and he
markets, &c., and is, in short, a very valubeen an indescribable task. She was hur- spoke of the liberality of the state in proable publication, ami no business man in
viding educational means for colored as
ried on Tuesday last.
the country should be without it. The
well as for white people. In his own city,
rate of subscription for the monthly issue
A petition was. circulated and exten- Macon, white and black unite in selecting
is only $1.50 a year; semi-monthly,$3.00
sively signed, on Monday last, to petition the best men to office without regard to
a year. Subscriptionsmay commence
PresidentHays to allow the moneys ap- politics.
with any month, and are payable in adpropriated for our harbor to be expended
vance. A canvassercould get up a list of
have just received “the Black
during the present season. The petition
subscribersfor It In this neighborhood.
was taken to Senator Ferry by Ex-mayor Hills, and American Wonderland,” by H.
Address T. B. Peterson & Brothers, PhilaHarrington in person, to procure bis influ- N. Maguire, who has spent 12 years in the
delphia, Pa., for specimen copy.
ence in addition, if possible, aud thus for- Hilla and Yellowstone region. 'The latest,
As there is a great fureore now about
fullest, and only truthful accounts of
ward it to .Washington
old coins, we would advise all to get a copy
Gold and Silver prospects, Agricultural
of Peterson’sCoin Book, containing perThe Holland City Temperance Society, and Grazing resources, climate, hunting
fect fac-sitnile impressions of the coins of
met on last Tuesday evening at Kenyon’s and fishing, the Indiana and Settler’sadthe world. It will be sent by mall, postHall, on which occasion Prof. Chas. Scott ventures and conflictawith them. Mining
age paid, on receipt of $1— by T. B. Peterdelivered an able and interesting address and wild Weatera life, and the grand natson & Brothers, Philadelphia, Pa.
before a very large audience. The music ural wonders of thia most remarkable
for 19 years, without any relief, must have

We

a

number of young boys country— the

girls

room.”

under leadership of Prof. Downie.

Consultation Free, ’terms always RsasonabU.

Come prepared to arrange necdfnl, thoroughtreatment Satisfaction
’action guaranteedto All.
AU. Medici rue
r
'alien ts v|
furnished.Patients
visited, lu city, or any dla-

tance, In serious cases

No Excise

for

Ton.

noble scenery, immense gorges,

era,

_

Chicago, Illinois.

_

~

BLINDNESS! DEAFNESS
All Disesaes and Affections of the

!

etc., etc.

Holland, Mich

.,

Personsat a distance may be cured at homt hv
successfullytrusted by mild remedies. Cross
Eyes Straightened.ArtificialEyes inserted that addressing a letter to Dr. Alkiu,atallngcaae. sjmptoms, length oftlmetbe disease baa comlnned,
look natural. No pain.
and have medicinespromptly forwarded, free from
damage and enriositjrto any part of the country,
with rail and plain directionsfor use, by encloalng
Asthma, Bronchitis,and all Throat and Lnng 110 In registered letter,P. O. aider, or Express,
Complaint*(which in this country, are the greatCali, or address Paov. N. J. Anus, M. D.,
est enemies to Health and Life) when change of
climate and all else falls, are cored by Dr. ftikin’a
57 XmmgL.erul Siilb, Kick.
Improved Inhaler and Constitutional Restorative
HEX Mill: DR. AIKIN (a the only qualified,
Treatment.
experienced,rriUkla Specialisthere; treat* his
Lingering or Chronic Diseases. patients honorably;
*
gives the choicest
*
1 remedies;
Scrofula, Rheumatism. Dyspepsia,Piles, Goitre, Is a regular graduate in medicine;universally
T
ape-Worm,
Liver
owned the most successful, and Is the right one to
Dropay, Gravel, CoustlpatiA, T
Diseases, etc., ot whatever name or natare, care- employ in all eases. Envious doctors try to Infully diagnosed and aklllfully
treated.
jure hfnwtboas in general practice attempt tverv
com they can get, though unable to well tmt
special diseases— while never denouncing other M.

CATARRH, CONSUMPTION,

•tor

_ _

ki'i..

!

.

.

_

'

*

LADIES!

The Marriedor Single dealring aid or advice in
any delicatematter relating to health (and beauty),
nroventioc. and cure ofd
prevention,
ofdeaeaac,confidently consuit the Doctor with the assuranceof safe, quick find the aid they seek,
care in all eases, as be la douhtiessthe most skillthis Column and
ful ladies’ physician In the world. Do not suffer

_
Invalid.

THE

City Hotel,
E.

KILLEAN, Proprietor.

_

Vifflutato,. -• but lira,

come

land

to

Notice is hereby riven to
dehted to Ibe late firm of E.
Son, that the undersigned

HoLLAND^March

him

wll.

to a Friend or

NOTICE.

M

First-Class Accommodations.

April *7,1877.

CURED AT HOME.

Bye and Bar

waterfalls, boiling geysers,

This la to certifythat after a treatmentof four
weak* bv Dr. Bosislo our six-year old daughter,
After the lecture the society transacted its Illustrated with 27 fine engrsvhigs, and a who (or nearly two yean kas been lame and demiscellaneousbusiness. A few new mem- new map. Price only 10 cents. Sold by prived of the ase of herlimbe, has so far recovered
bers were added to the society, bnt there all newsdealers, or sent postpaid for 12 that she can walk on cratches and is steadily Imalways will continne to be “still more cents, by Donnelly, Loyd & Co., Publish* proving.
G. VAN 8CHELVKN.

and

THE MOST DIFFICULT CASES SOLICITED.

From the wrong Idea that he charges too much,
many whom Dr. Aikin would soon cure, continne
to suffer or doctor carelessly,
wastingtime, buying
won bits*jxtisa/ medecinee and trying recipes, soil
dence to convincethe most skeptical and lucre- in this wgy expend more than snffluient to have
dulons that his method of treatmentIs peculiarly cured aud kept them well. The fact la, by aavlng
Ipcci- drag bills, loas of time, etc., he cures for lest than
success ful In every department of hla Great H.
aides, especially such cases as have defied the
Ex-Congressman long (colored,)of Georothers. "
consultationPeterson’sCounterfeit De- kill of other and Justly celebratedphysicians :
hence NO ONE SHOULD DEBPAlBthatlsafflictLife is too Short to be Miserable.
gia, expresses himself as fnlly satisfied that
tector, a semi-monthly publication con- ed with seeminglyincurabledisease, but cherish
&r-lt YOU have any serious,obstinate disease
the president’s southern policy is needed
a hope of being relieved of suffering,If not entirely or annoying symptoms, no matter how discouraged
taining descriptions of all counterfeit notes
irea, by hla uaccesful mode of treatment,
or how disappointed,stop uselessdoctoring and
to bring about good feeling among all

sufferer was

was rendered by

&TDR.

and took up her abode with her daughter.

succumbed to ning also struck the wagon shop of Mr.
the inevitable,and evacuated the State Kok, in the 1st ward, and scampered
House on Wednesday last. All is peace along the smoke-stackof the Butter Tub
now in New Orleans, and the President’s factory, without doing any damage worthy
Loss from receivingcounterfeitmoney
action is generally looked upon with fa- of mention.
need never be incurred. All . handling
vor; of course, hot heads don't like it.
hank notes have only to keep at hand for
Packard has

son or bv letter, repoalng to his trust any delicate,
personal, or family matter, andean always rely up
on the sti Iciest confidence and secrecy.
AIKIN QuaranUtt bttUr, safer treat
nunt (and/or lest money) to aU Special Cases than
cnnU had < Us where. He is easily accessible from
all points.

g-dm

THK DOCTOR'S STOBT,
BT WILL
i

SI.

peared, and a young

'facon ItoKcw, Lo camp to me
uld he.

;

“ Itiyeio and blletef, powders and pllla,
And nothing eure but the doctow’ bill*

!

of a brakeman, and already he had been

aa honey, or bitter as gall—
Poor old woman, ahe takea ’em

all*

3

Sour or sweet, whatever User chooae {
Poor old woman, ahe daren't rtfoie.

**

“ So she pleaaeawhoe’er may call,
An’ Death la salted the beat of all.

from foot

to

head

Blisteredand bandage^ from head to toe,
Mrs. Rogers was very low.
Bottle and saucer, spoon and <mp,
On the table stood bravely up ;

love.
It becomes us not to linger while they
talk quietly together beside the track.

Physics of high and low degree ;*
Calomel, catnip,boneaet tea ;

The

Bottlesand blisters, pofrdMV and pllla,
Catnip, boneaet, sirups and squills ;
Drugs and medicines, high and low,
I threw them as far as I could throw.
you doing ?” my patientcried
Frightening Death I" l coollyreplied.
are

till,

tered the siding. The station-master left
the switch, and came hastily toward the
lovers.

:

:

Good day, Alfred. Light freight today; only one car— by the way, the
brake-chainis broken, and you had better drop the car at the repair shops.
The freight can be thrown out without
“

D -aaon Rogers, he came to me :
“ Wife la a-getttn' her bealtli,” said he.
“ I really think she will worry through
She scolds me just as ahe used to do.

;

Thefl the bells rang, and

u ’Twere bettor to perish," some of ’em say,
“ Thau be cured in such an irreguiarway.”
“ Your wife,” said I, “ had God’s good care,
And Bis remediee, light and water and air.
“ All of the doctors,l*yond a doubt.
Couldn't have cured Mrs. Rogers without."

The deacon smiled and bowed his head
Then your bill is nothing," he said.

PM!

SOfflB TO

AVEML

THE

the people

liegan to disperse

!

why had she not thought of

i

As

i

ChemicalPaintCo.
HAVE OPENED A

XVX

KTo.

switch.

“But the woman did something, and, if
With moans and cries she threw her- vou wish to know the full measure of
self across the line and began to run
her splendid deed, go put yourself in
down the other side. Could she reach her place.”— Go Wen J?uk.

the switch before the car ? Its roaring
in her ears. Panting, with almos
bursting bosom she reached the switch,
opened it, and stood clinging to it as the
car came thundering over the viaduct.
She looked up at her lover upon the
car. He had seen and understood the
change in the switches, His car, helpless though it was, would cross over to
the down-track and roll harmlessly
along the level line till its force was
spent He was saved, and by her ready
wit and skill. The passengers in the
train were also saved.
She hail saved him. Love had been

SOtJou,

333FCA.3Xro:

EAST RANDOLPH ST., GHICAGO.
The Market having been filled with imitationa

rang

“Beady-Mixed Paint,

of our

Mr. Dlogeneft.

Thia Bingular man lived in Greece. He waa
distinguishedfor his eccentricities,had manners, and had disposition.It was his --chief
businessto find fault. For example, ho took a
lantern one day when the sun was shining
brightly and went out to search for an honest
man, thereby insinuating that such persons
wore exceedinglyscarce. When Alexander,a
distinguishedmilitary gentleman, paid him a
visit, and inquiredwhat he could do for him,
he had the impudence to tell him to “get out
of his sunshine." To cap the climax of his
oddities, ho dressed like a beggar and lived in
a tub ! He was a sour, crabbed, crusty old
bachelor. Wo infer that he had no wife, first,
her inspiration.
because history does not mention her ; second,
Groat heavens! what’s that? The because no woman would take kindly to one of
express ! The down express was com- his habits, dress or maimers, or aspire to become mistress of his mansion. “ There was an
mgJ
All was in vain. He was lost. She old woman who lived in a s/ux',"it is true, but
the woman who would live in
and essaw him throw up his arms in despair. icciallywith such a companion, has not been
The very plan she had devised to save leard from. The misanthropic spirit which
him would bo his destruction. Better possessedthis man was doubtlessduo to disorfai to have thrown him off the siding as dered digestionand a biliousness, one of the
irominent symptoms of which is a morose,
she had intended. Now he would meet fault-finding disposition. The tongue is heavily
a more dreadful death, and the destruc- coated, giving rise to a bad taste, the appetite

and the “Averill

£|»»tMiavii)gbeen largely adulterated, we have

opeaedourown House, and have no connection
with any other partiesin this city. Send for
Sample Card and prices to

AVERILL CHEMICAL PAINT

03.

CO.,

171 East lluudolph Street*
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“ ttod’i l* the glory,as you ear !
God bless you, doctor,good-day ! good-day 1"
If ever I doctor that woman again,
give her medicine made by mon.

I'll

tion would include scores of lives instead is not good, and the patient feels dull, sleepy
of a dozen.
or dizzy, and is apt to be fretful. UnfortunateSo saying, the station-masterwent on
All
this flashed through her mind like ly, Mr. Diogenes lived several centuriesbefore
into the freight house, followed by the
Dr. Pierces Pleasant Purgative Pellets were
as lightning. She felt her knees give
rattling and rumbling cars. The gradinvented,a few doses of which would have reway beneath her, and she clung to the heved him of his “bile," and enabled him to
ually lost their speed, and then came to
switch in despair. She shut her eyes to find scores of “honest men" without the aid
a stop with the end of the train lost in
of his lantern. Under their magic influence,
lide the coming disaster.
the dark cavern of the freight-house.
combined with that of the Golden Medical DisHark
!
The
whistle
on
the
express.
There was a shout from the building,
covery, to cleanse his blood, he might have
and then one of the brakemen began to They had seen the imminent collision been led to take a more cheerfulview of life,
to exchange his tub for a decent habitation, to
move his arms as a signal to go on. and were doing their best to avert it.
She, too, must do something. With a “spruce up" in personal appearance,and at
Again the white puffs of steam shot up
last have taken a wife to mend his clothes and
in the distance, and, with a jar and bound she sprang to the next switch, his manners, both of which were in evident
tore
it
open,
and
stood
panting
and
quiver, the train started again.
need of repairs, and become the happy sire of
Car after car rolled passed them. moaning beside it with the bar in her little Diogeneses who would have handed down
There were hurried whispers, a warm hand. She must save the train, even if to posterity the name, not of a cynic philosopher, but of a cheerful, healthy, happy, virtuhand-shake and perhaps a kiss, and the she buried her lover under the splintered ous vian !
wreck of the car.

"

'BETTER^ PWLAD'A

leaving the car.”

" Ail the people have poohed an’ slurred—
All the neighbors have had their word ;

“

slower,

beyond the switch. The iron horse was
on, the station master signaled
with his arms in a curious fashion, and
each of the four brakemen repeated the
motion in turn. White puffs of steam
rose high in the air from the farther end
of the train. A curious, rattlingsound
spread through the train, and the last
car backed down, turned aside, and en-

I opened the window ; the day waa fair,
And God gave Mrs. Rogers same air.

“ Yon are craay F a Yiaitor said
I flung a bottla at his head.

moved slower and

moved

I opened the blinds ; the day waa bright,
And God gave Mrs. Rogers some light.

What

train

finally, it stopped with the last car just

Every thing a body could bear,
light and water and air.

Bxoepfbg

“

beside the girl, and whispered in her ear.
“ I’ve got the place, Lydia. We’re
all right now.”

towards their trains.
thev departed, a small creator^
before?
probably a stockholder— objected to the
The cross-over switch! Could she proceedings,and remarked to the Sureach it in time she might save him. perintendent that “it waa not best to
She snatched the key from the switch give fat offices to brakemen for doini?
and ran with frantic speed np the line. nothing, "
She never knew how she opened tha
“ Precisely,” said the Superintendent.
Ah

she was well pleased with his progress,
and they had become engaged.
A grimy, dusty man in unlovely garments ; but, in her eyes, he was a man
made for better things. As he stood beside her one could see in his clear
eyes and sensible face that he had
good stuff in him and was worthy of her

Mrs. Itogcra lay In her bed,
blistered

Mm

him and spoke to
him privately, and presentlythey both
shook hands as if greatly pleased over
something. The voung man sat down

,

Physic and bllaUr,powder an' pill—
Bound to conquer, and sure to kill !”

Bandaged and

she voung man nearer to

hand.

promoted. Love did it He had met
and loved Lydia in the day* of his fool*
ish idleness; and she had insisted that
he do some manly work or she could
not — yes, she could and did love him;
but he must show himself worthy of her
love. Already he had advanced, and

Twenty women, with remediee new,
Bother my wife the whole day through.

“Sweet

The passengers! Could

black with smoke and dust Only a in both hands. Better so— better one
brakeman ! Oh; a trifle better— the life lost than a dozen. Her feet seemed
conductor of the freight train. A year bolted to the ground. She must stay
ago he had been glad to take the-place and see him killed, and by her own

Doctor* amt., an’ doctors email,
Havenl; Improved her any at all.

'

Ah!

iron ladder on the car not save them ?
and sprang to the ground at her feet.
With a violent wrench she opened the
A sooty man, clad in blue canvas now switch again and stood holding the bar

V ifp ia ttKoin' to die,"

“

man swung himself

down from the
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man swung forward, grasped the
Onward came the car, thundering over
After an experience of over twentyladder *n the last car, climbed quickly
betters u* writtenoiclmirelyfor the
the viaduct,and just ahead of the train. five years, many leading physicians acknowlto
the
top
and
sat
down.
She
stood
gazThe long summer day had crept slowTh« Beit and Cbetpeet Puper in the World.
It turned quickly at the switch, crossed edge that the Oraefenberg Mar shall’ » Uterine
ly away, and it waa nearly 5 o’clock. ing after him as he was drawn away from over and shot past her into the siding. Calholicon is the only known certain remedy
her,
and
smiled
and
waved
farewell
to
The hours at the railway station were
He had one look at her upturned face. for diseases to which women are subject. The PI fllinC 7-^‘^<:t4Te t\n® rosewood ouo« (not
Graefenbera I (‘actablePills, the most popular r Iff UJ u«ed oTor six months), onb *13U. Cost
marked as by some gigantic clock that him with her handkerchief.
It was full of love and helpless misery. remedy of the day for biliousness, headache,
owner |&0. Other great bareal
“ Here, Lydia, you must help me.”
told the laggard minutes by screaming
She
was
sending
him
to
certain destruc- liver complaint and diseases of digestion. Sold 11 RCA IIC £Iearlr new- 4 *‘,u reeds, if stops, subIt was her brother who stood beside
UnDHRO bass octevo coupler, beautifulsolo step.
whistle and clanging l>ell. The 4:30 action — to save the express train.
by all druggists. Send for almanacs. Graefeu»“• Fl~
commodatioibad gone east, the west- her with a bunch of keys in his hand.
berg Co., New York.
The instant the car passed she closed
“The passenger tram follows this at
ern express due thereat 4:55 had thun‘ "r uiHirr rrronil./iiUi'l
MEIOOEONS
---- ----V,, the
ullo OVUUUU.
Tim the switch and sprang back again to the
and I must go to
station. Will
art in perfretorder,
Johnson s Anodyne Liniment may
dered through the village, gone on over once
other switch, and closed it just in time be edministered to childrenwith perfect anc- ond folly warrunted (hntnotourovnmakp).Have
you
please
close
the
switch
after
them
?”
the great viaduct and disappeared round
She took the keys mechanically,and to see the express train sweep past in cesH. in casea of croup, whooping-cough, in- space for storage in our wnrunwm*, our immense trade
the vast curve beyond.
safety.
liuouza, and almost any of the diaeaaea to
being daily on the Increase, hence tboabove liberaloffers
So one counted^thc hours by the trains, then turned again to gaze after her lover
which they are liable.
Best Offer ever given by any raannfacturer.novr
ready.on
In an instant the helpless car ran into
seated
on
the
last
car
of
the
retreating
Lydia by name, a girl of the best New
Oppression after eating, headache,
England type, quiet and yet with an train. It had parsed out of the switch the freight-house with an awful splintering crash. The express pulled up op- nervouH debility, are the effects of indigestion.
and
was
crossing
the
great
viaduct
and
immense capacityfor doing and daring
posite the station, and in a moment a One, or two at moat, of Parsons' Purgative funded and freight chargeepaid both ways if unaatlafaoshould love and the occasion deranud. moving more and more swiftly away.
nT„
^ i7“!’
to the trade, jSST.
Pills will give immediate relief.
and upwards. Illustratedcatalogue (with hat of testicrowd of people ran shouting and frantic
To
close
and
lock
the
switch
was
neiThe local freight would come next, and
monials some of whom yon may know) sent free. Very
up the line. Some of them had seen the
\eoetablePulmonary Balaam, the great New liberal discounts to TeachersMinistersand Churches
then— then she would see him again. ther difficult nor dangerous, and she
to introduce them AT ONCE. Address
cure for coughs, colds and consumpDANIEL P. BEATTY,
She laid aside her work, put some split- quietly walked on toward the end of the whole performanceand knew what it England
meant, but for the majority of them it tion. Cutler Bros. & Co.'s, Boston, only genuine.
Wnahlngton, New Jersey.
siding
till
she
came
to
the
switch-post.
zephyr vanity upon her head, and went
was a tragic mystery.
Here
she
leaned
against
the
wooden
out towards the railroad. As she apRheumatism cured at once by Durang’s
They found Lydia upon the ground
proached the station she saw her brother, frame for a little space, shading her eyes
Rheumatic Remedy. Send for cucular to Helby the switch, and with the keys still phenstine& Bentley.Washington, D. C.
the station-master,opening the little from the sun with her hand and watching
clutched in her hand. What had she
the
train.
It
had
run
around
the
valley
freight house on the farther side of the
A positivecure for rheumatism — Dutrick. By this she knew that the local and was turning into the great curve that done ? What had happened to her.
She could not answer. Nature hod rang’s Rheumatic Remedv. Send for circular
freight would stop this time. Her heart crept upward in a long grade over the
mercifullytaken away her senses. They to Helphenatine& Bentley,Washington, D. C.
hill beyond.
heat the faster and she quickened her
White and All Colors and Shades,
took her up tenderly and carried her to
-stop.
Burnett’sCocoaine is the best and
It was now a mile away, and she could
the station and laid her upon a seat in cheapest hair dressing in the world.
Mixed Keady for the Brush,
On reaching the passenger station no longer distinguish any one on the
This celebratedPaint is made from strictlyPure White
the waiting-room.The passngers of the
wnere the village street cressed the cars. She turned slowly away, seized
Lead, Metel Zlno and Pore Linseed OH, with a Chemical
Hqfman’b Hop Pills cube the Ague.
two trains crowded the room and offered
addition that adds greatly to ite (furoMK/y, and
railway, she looked up and down the the iron bar of the switch and easily
eng ft. It will nevsr rub off, will cover more surface
every aid, for in some vague manner they
hue and then crossed over and turned tlirew it over into place so as to leave the
to the gallon than the common mixture,and Is much
began to understandthat she was the ^
cheaper. This Paint ie warranted to be more durable
KT Aro mado in aM styles and of erery
to the left and walked beside the tmek main line open for the next train.
an all teadand oil paint. It has been sold extensiveFI tldeserlption,from the lightest, than
creditor to the value of all their lives.
ly all over the West during the past eight yean, and has
towards the freight house.
She looked back down the road and
finest and most elegant in nse to the lietuiest and
given
unequaled saUsliction.Sold by Dealer*generalShe had paid for their safety with costly
To understand all that took place on saw that the passenger train had entered
strangest required for any kind of work; are nn- ly. For Sample Cards of Colon and Price-list*, address
sacrifice.
this occasion, and to fully appreciate the line from the branch and was just np
A. H.
& CO.,
The freight train backed down to the
her consummate skill in controlling the at the station to discharge passengers.
24Q
Hadliioii
Street,
cross-overswitch and the engineers of strength and durability. They received the high,
ev.-uts so quickly to crowd upon her, It may seem surprisingthat a passenger
est written Award at the Centennial Kx position. Ever]/ Family should have a Rewe must shidy the construction of the train should be allowed to follow a freight the three trains met and began to exam
liyiouH Netv&paper.
ine
the
positions
of
the
switches.
A
road at this point. The main line for train so closely.
1^1'
number of men also came irom tlie exmore than a mile to the right, or toBad engineering as this arrangement
stamped with oar name and Trade-Mark. A liberal
old reliable Family Journal,
press train, and among them was one K)Cr\A/
will be given for Interwards the east, was perfectly straight was, it was not so serious os it seemed,
who
seemed
in authority.He, too, exfcw'w
mation that will convict
•and comparatively level. To the left for this passenger train did not follow
any one who sells harness ns the Concord Harortho west, it crossed a deep valley by a the freight except for three miles, when amined the line carefully, and the engiPUBLISHED WEEKLY.
neers explained the matter to him and ness that are not made by as. Extra inducelofty stone viaduct, and beyond the val- it reached the end of its trip and was
mente offered.Send for circular* and price-lieU.
Prtee, 92.65 a Year, Poatasrc Included.
listened to his remarks with becoming
north and mounted turned off upon a siding.
In clubs of Five or more aabeoriben,the prioe
deference.
is 62.15 a Year each.
•toe hill by a long grade. Just east of the
She turned once more to look after the
Every
family
should have
J.R.
The
little room in the station was
passenger station a branch road entered retreatingfreight train. It was in full
The WANlflMJTON CentennialMemorial
packed with people, idlers and others,
the mam lino and there was, us might view, climbing the grade on the great
CONCORD, N. II. (Religion and Patriotism), on attractive and Instructive
and they coukl with difficultybring him
be supposed,a cross-over switch. Be- curve.
S,/uJ)ruaT,?t^..Pri??1
Postpaid, 60 eta. (In Colon,
in.
T£e Presbyterian,one Year, only
yond the passenger station, on the west,
9o.sU.
Address,
by mone^’ order or ebook
Suddenly she put np both hands to
slitlblr funny from first to last. Vxu“No,” said one of the ladies who were
TlJ £pith*H°U yteria
was a short siding ending in a small shade her eyes and leaned forward on
) jDANThas more •‘Adventures” and fun1512 Che*tnut Street, Phtladolpbia.
trying to restore the girl. “It may be
onea, than over before befel morfreight house, and directly oppositewas the switch frame. What had happened?
non.
If
•‘overy
laugh
pulls a nail
1 one’s coffin” read this book and
another siding with a freight shed and Two tiny puffs of steam rose from the too great a shock for her. She must not
see him yet.”
i »t DIsease/DeAth and the Doctors,
coal yard. At this point there was also engine. It was the signal to stop.
160 humorous engravings.Price
“Make
way
there, gentlemen. The
SO cental by mail. 25 cents
. another cross-over switch.
Ah ! the train has parted ! Faint and
larr
prioo •1.751). Bold by All
Lydia walked on past the freight far away came the short, sharp danger, Superintendent of the road is here.”
. Newsdealers,
or sent, postpaid,by DonThe crowd moved slightly,and the
nolle/, Lo:»yd 4k Co., Pubs, Chicago.
house, and, crossing the side track, found whistle. A single car had broken loose
a large flat rock beside the way, and from the train, and hod been left be- Superintendent advanced into the room.
TIME f^nKSEEPER,H^t
He took off his hat and spoke quietly to
there, under the shade of an ancient hind. It was standing alone on the
the people near, and then he stooped over
apple tree, she sat down to wait till her track.
the unconscious girl and softly kissed
lover should come. _
No. It was moving backward. It was her, like as a
He comes! She heard the three long beginning to roll down the grade. It was
“She saved all our lives,"and I fear
'whistles sounding down the line, and a moving faster and foster. There waa a
ahe tliinks she paid dearly for them.”
bright blush mounted to her face. The man upon it— her lover.
Suddenly she opened her eyes and sat
BINGHAMTON, N. Y.
train would stop. This waa the signal
Involuntarilyshe spread out her arms up bewildered.
•
•mu***,
for the station-master.Her brother and let them full to Ilf r side three or four
‘•“Where is he? Is he muchfhurt? — Maize Flour Toilet
came -cut of the
---freight
Ml house, spoke times in succession— the signal to put on Oh
for the money lender.
! Perhaps he is ”
pleasantlyto her. and then walked
ulked on the brakes.
Flour Toilet
g H 1
tenet
terest paid semi-annually
semi -annually
^one»
I
tell
you,”
cried
a
towards the switch at the head of the
: I I j
tint year
in advance.
to 10
--Irenes. Security4 to
“How foolish! He cannot see me,
IxHd voice in the crowd, “ I must go
Flour Toilet
aiding.
|
1 | |
times the loan ln
In land
land akne,
alone, exclusive
and—.” She leaned against the switch
Of the
cash value by
by
^
_.
— buildings.(Presenteash
Suddenly the main line track before frame, and shook with fear and agony.
% No
V/v
He escaped from those who would snMrior washing prnperttee. and Is equally suited forth* sworn appraisers.)
investment —safer. No payments
her began to sing in sharp metallio murThe brake was broken.
non promptly met Best of referencesgiven. Send
detain him, and in o moment was beside
mm-s. The train had entered that secstamp for particular*. D. H. B. JOHiysTON,
Swift and swifter rolled the disabled her.
tion of the road and lie was near. Then
Negotiatorof Mortgag* Loan*. 8t. PaOL. Miwwesota.
car. It was coming down the track gainSome of the people laughed in foolish
there came the sound of escaping steam. ing speed at every
,
A YKAIK AGENTS WANTED
joy, others cried. The more delicate
The engine was slowing down and the
She sprang to the middle of the track ami sensible were silent,for the meeting
steam, no longer employe^ was burst- and tried to shont to the engineer of the
THE GARDEN SPOT OF THK WEST. Fbrfullining with a loud roar from the safety train at the station. She made the mo- was not for words or description.
formationabout thi* country, it* resources, climate, addistinct
After
a slight pause the Superintendvantage*,
inducements to eurigraBte, and for reliable Inwaive us if impatient of delay.
tions to back down out of the danger. ent said to the young man
formationconcerning the Indian Territory, eobsoribe for
With a jar that shook tne ground the Her tongue dove to the rodf of fief
“I congratulate you, sir. You were
THE SOUTHERN KANSAS ADVANGE,
immense freight engine rolled past her, mouth, and her cry became an inarticuon the car?”
The LEADING WEEKLY of Southeastern Kansu
and -the engineer,leaning out of his win- late
MIX *4
“Yes, sir. • I was on the car, and I
dow. nodded to her as he slid past.
Onward came the car. She could see saved myself at the last moment by
Then the cars in long procession enme her lover upon it franticallywaving his
THESIS HORN GOLD
jumping off. Handed on a pile of fine
into sigjd and moved past with slowly arms from nght to left. What did it
pedttl, mover the Government rribte to the “BTO HOIi
coal, and got a rough tumble— and that
decreasing speed. Four brakemen busy mean l Her brain
to be VSLL
on fire.
---- —seemed
—
Kr,
.at fie bc'ikfn went past and still he She could tlo nothing but gaze oq the was all The car is a heap of splint- assa1
*
aim water, ana every Tacllity foi
• cam' not. At
last the r.-ar car ap-Uuce<i rellwayfare*. Every tnformatioi
’.v.mviug car in dumb horror.
applicationto Kxacotivk OouMirnc*
Then the Superintendent called the a good Well
young
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an editor assaulted.

wholly carbonaceous,or heat-producing,
so that, if a human being were to attempt
A Man Hlreii Two Mercenaries and Atto live on these articlesalone, hif ^rain
tacks a Philadelphia Editor — Pusillaand muscles would starve. By actual
nimity ot the AttackingParty.
experiment it has been found that a man
[From the PhiladelphiaTimes.]
could not survive two mbhths on such a
Philadelphiawas thrown into a spasm

"

•

----

•

,»it-^(488a“,A

*21
a

plundering naval contractor. The assault took
place on Chestnut street in ttye middle of
the day, when that thoitoughfarewas

thronged with people. GoL McClure
was walking along \rith ex-Oov. Curtin,
entirely without apprehension of danger.
Neitlier of *therik noticed the stalwart
form of McKay until he had come square
up alongsideof Col. McClure. His face
flushed and paled as he said, with some
profanity:“ I will settle with you now,
myself.” As he spoke he drew from his
breast a small plaited leather whip, and
drew it to strike Col. McClure, but his
awkwardnessand cowardice so unnerved
him, even with two hired ruffians at his
heels, that, before he could bring his
whip down, Col. McClure sprang upon
him, seized him firmly by the throat
with both hands, and held him as if in
a vise. McKay gagged afid struggledto
extricate himself, but ih a'tew Seconds it
was manifest that he was entirelyhelpless, and that he must speedily fall at
the mercy of the man he had assailed.
All this was the work almost of an instant, and the two hired “ pals ” of McMcClure, and, in l&s time than

it
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has repeatedlydenoimoed as

Kay at once rushed in upon

diet

u '’Wh In your own town. Term* and £6 «mini
frw. H. UALLKTT A OO., Portland,Mat-
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secluded cave near Udlno, in Italy, who
had been imprisoned thirty-three years.
* ^ iLi ifedloal ^loplrties art
In 1844 she became attaclmdto an Au&
trian officer, but her -fith^r*A violent
hater of the Austrians, who, trt that time,
wore in possessionof that part of Italy
where he resided, refused his consent to
a marriage. The girl stiffed that she
would then marry without his permission. He dissimulated his anger, and, Vegetine
during a walk in which he accompanied
Vegetiue
her, he induced her to descend into the
cave with him by means of a rope lad or, Vegetine Mb. H. R. Btxyxhi
D«*r Sir— I will rao«t ehMrfnllradd
with a view of examining it. He was the
Vegetine
first to ascend to the surface,' and, witlidrawing the ladder, left her. She was
kept regularlysupplied with food and Vegetine
clothing. At her father’s death, her

mmimMrn
AND DIURETIC.

sister, whose

hatred toward the Aus-

was equallv great, continued the
imprisonment.The unfortunatewoman,
on her liberation, had a complexion of
death-likepallor, caused by the darkness in which she had long lived, and
her voice hod departed, through constant cries during the early part of her
trians

senuestrationfor help. { She could speak
only in a hoarse whisper.
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ana 'Appetite.
Clure a strong blow on the back of the
head and followed it with another on the
Vegetine
left ear. A passing citizenseizetl the fellow of course, instantly becomes rod-hot,
called Conlan and held him from and while so is gently see-sawed across Vegetine
HlBrr^fitiTATrHOMR
further blows. While Conlan was the trunk of the tree to be felled, until
"4nq- ahorP
---- ..OUi teaflma
of
VKOKTIMK
restored
her
beelUi,
Vegetine
strikingCol. McClure from behind an- it burns its way through. It is calculattalk Deecribo coae. Dn. F. E. MaHHU,
QuIm
strengthend eppetlt*.
MAftHn, Quincy, Mich
CATARRH.- Fond h Kitrnct i« noarlva 8peN. H. TILDRN,
other “Pftl” of McKay rushed upon ed that a tree which would require two
clflc for tliie dino-ee. It can hardly l>o exVegetine Iniureneeend Reel Reute Agent,
celled. evoiv |u old and obatlnato rates.
Col. McClure in front and struck him hours’ hard chopping to bring down can
Na 49 boere’ RuUding,
. Tlio relief I" 1*0 prompt that uo om who
OoetoB,Jdeea.
over the left eye with some instrument, be cut through by this process ip fifteen Vegetiue
liiwi ever tried it will bo without It.
CHAPPED HANDS AND FACE.-Poad'o
probably a blackjack,and waa about to miauteS.
Extract nhould bo in every family thl*
iurtt traiWfx'rtatlon to Cf. A
Vegetine
repeat the blow when he was thrown
rough weather. It removes tho oorencaa TRTIFICIAL less
Going Hack to Specie Price*.
fi U. S. frit, on Gov't ord
and
roui.'lqiei4, and ho ft on a aud hcnla
bock by el-Gov. Curtin, and ii^’ fee
Gov’t ITaanfaet’r. Cincl
the akin promptly.
The Palmer House, Cliicago, the largest aud
RHEUMATISM,- Duriug Revere aud changeable
crowd he made his escape without being finest hotel in the world, containingover 700 Vegetiue
1$100.
RklWAPwP. WOO.
woo.
_____
weather, no One aubjectto Rheumatic
identified by any one present., la the rooms (and the only fire-proofhoune in America),
Tm* UOt.*BTAri!R(iMw1ir.pi1ona»mUih fkaPain! tUould.Ouobeday without Poud'a
JI'OU
Vegetiue
hr
the
u»c
of
Uvk*
*
D**Ji»
Kiuik
*lih«*i
Extracts whWi tnBmyi
meantime CoL McClure held McKay by has reduce^ the price to TUrpo Duilani per day
lujurv.er will forMi SIOu. FrlW bV null la
SORE
---------for
all
rooms
above
the
parlor
floor,
except
*calwi
puitpcp
25
ccnu,
foe
tUw*
M
evuU.
the throat until he waa released by the
Vegetiue
__
______ 111 'A. C bmitiTa off, ‘kpo, nhiuix, m.
p&rloffAhd rooms with baths: f
Deerklr—
This
Is
to
cBrtlfjrthat
I
here
interference of the crowd and the officers.
Sir Bobo Lambert frico, Baronet, in his inou hand always. It rclievcaIl"o
laun uiid
used jour "Blood PrepeniUon"In my
T-Tho choloeat In the worid-Iaportora*
McKay and the so-calledConlan were teresting" book 6f 'travels,entitled”“ Tico Vegetine family
curea the diseane.
for serernl years, end think tbet,
tnr Sorofule
Kt’mfnlaor
or Cunkenms
Vnlrnrsvtta
_
tor
Humors, or
CHILBLAINS
will be tmowrUr rellovcd and
aallylotaken in Custody by the police, who America*" speake thus
KheumeUe Affeotions. tt cannot bo exultimately cured bv bathing the uUUctcd oruaalng—Agenta warned evarywhom-bojt InduooVegetine
“We
put
np
iffthe
Palmer
House
Hotel,
—
I
W|
celled
;
nnd
e*
s
blood
purifier
or
spring
______
.,;i>at;U
with
Ppud’H
Ext
rnct.
asked Col. McClure what he wanted
medicine,It is the l>est thing l have ever FRONTED LfMRS.— PomrH Ext rnct In vn rln done with them. He answered that the "Chicago, Ilk, irithout any. exception the
need, and l have p*pd nltnoet everything.
bl.v rclIcvcHtlie pwiu aud flndllv (at-,-*.
“ finest,besteonducted, and mpst comfortable Vegetine I enn cheerfully recommend It to any
let*.
hired ruffians should be held, hut that “ one I ever saw in America, 'The recepilon[ANTED
one in need of such a medicine.
rwoeri
so,tE
he oould settle the matter with McKay. “ rooms were almost regal ; the bedroomswere Vegetine YiAns respectfully,
rxxIi No Ptddllnc. Salary hbwtnk
UllB. A. A. DINSMORB,
lueuMea pertaanent.Hotol and trtvelfiigexpeneeaptld
It is evident that, MoKgy had worked “ simply the perfection of comfort, each having
No. 19 RueaellStreet
lowiTo^yuaB Oo. ii«4 Maly qL. UncinnaU. Abie
HIS
“a
handsome
marble
bath
in
a
small
chamber
his cotirngo up .tohu attempt to horseVegetiue
“ attached to them ; the cuisinewas excellent
A’Otb’f^^EA.njtACTt o.. ».s diiiidiMi
whip McClure, believing that, as he was
“and liberal; attendoncethe best I have ever
Nov York* hold by Drugviiita.
much the more rugged of the two, he “seen ; and the charges,not a bit higher than Vegetine
Sold by Watohmiikera, Hy null, ttOc. OtMmllrt frMc
rf
*,.20 PKH QtMRTmmOR 71
could master CoL McClure and d
y the tariff at any ordinary first-classhouse.”
Aregetine'
When fiio entire country has received A shock
him bj at public Kipping, but, ob
irom
the
recent
hotel
horror,
the
public
should
ing.lua fears,' lie employed two ruffians
ho informed that there is at least one hotel in Vegetine
aid him in case he should fail, and thus America which is absolutely and unquestionably
South Bobtoh, Feb. 1870.
save himself from getting flogged instead fire-proof,stone, iron, marble and concretebe- Vegetiue
SMU^fT 4WAIIDB AT*
Mr. Rtf.vt.sh:
of flogging the hated editor, His one ing used in its oonsmiction,insteadof wood,
Dear Sir— 1 here taken sevoral hot Ion
your VEOKTIsk,and am convinced
attendant, who gives Ids name as Conlan, lath and plaster. ‘ This fire-proof palace cost Vegetine of
It is a valuable remedy for Dyspepsia.
Kidney Complaint and General Debility
is a New York rough, with his profes- the owner and proprietor, Mr. Potter Palmer,
$750,000 more than & house built with the or- Vegetine of the System.
sional card covering Ids whole face. He
I can heartily recommendIt to all sufdinary combustible materials.
In every Cettatyto Mil anr
fering from the above complaints.
was unnoticed in the affair until he
Bl6W HouaehofuArticIe*.
Bend
.....
.id for clrculara.
Vegetine
Youh
respectfully,
ScotclilngMalaria.
.L. K. Baoww a Co. 210 Blm^.K'lhflniaU,O.
MkB. MUNROR FARKF.R.
sneaked up behind CoL McClure and
W Athena Street.
It is a fact widely and amply attested that
struck two rapid blows on the back of
Vegetine
l*n>r. II all * rtSugU- C'win|iouii4
where Uie powerful and i>crniciou8 drug, quithe head and ear. It is evident, also, nine,, iud other mineral poisons, administered
I* tbroniy preiuraliiiM.envp*ck»g*oFwhktwl.i Iotcv Itie pt-anl to grew thick aud heavy
that thieving was one of the purposes of as remedies for fever aud aguo and bilions reon tin- »iii-*ithe»t
(:irr witie ut injury) Id fl
day* 111 every ceee. or money chrerfullv r*»
McKay’s “pals,” as ex-Gov. Curtin’s mittents, fail to yield more than temporary re- PiWciliyH.E,StETeBS,Bostoli,Hass.
P
H
L
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watch-chain was torn from him and CoL lief to the sufferer, Hostettei’s Stomach Bitters
O.hlv One
am* amijm
OncA**
*,iiajgn f,!,, ju»n-a* Cowreireift..
Vegetine is Sold by All Druggists.
scotehoB those tremendous epidemics most
McClure’s waa toru off also, and neither
thoroughly,and, by strengthening the system
novelty
of them Mid been in a position to have and regulatingits functions, protects it against
EXAMPLES OF SET CASH PRICES
their chains taken by accident, and malarial attacks. No resident of a foeshty
pivfi
land exceptional
burrh. Itui mre. Opium JJabh,
ftc.,8ENT
FREE 00
on r.'c»ipM
- . Ac.,
HIvNT FRLE
|U. A(hlre*l. •, ,1 I,
in 1ree*lur
>
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Jbe ; W. WhirPlrpenrafv V6. HN. Mb ei.
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hi
consequence
of
strength
of
its
perfound proves that they were taken by
the poisoning of tho atmosphereby noxious
alio for monthly or ynarUrly paymrnl-, or rent'd until
the thieves. Both saved their watches exhalations,should foil to take practical cogfume are the pecu- tmlSold
yam. A Ulterior organ may now ht yur,h„te,lby the eaiy
by the neck-chains breaking a few links nizance of the above important truth, and, by a
Oannlbe Italian Violin Stnnx*,auo tor Hanjoor Gotwr,
l-iymenl I'.-u ytr quarter tor ten quai len. Cula!apu*lfree.
UandSUc. tach.or gl-tOand fCDadoa.' Sent bym olow
fascinations of
from the stem.
timely use of the Bitters, avoid tho ravages of
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The Causes of Yiolent Death.
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The

violent deaths in Great Britain in

1874 were no less than 17,1)20, the highest

number ever registered.' There were 18
executions and 1,592 suicides, so that
16,31c may be classed as unexpected.
Railways lolled 1,249, horsfthonvtyances
1,313, and it is noted that those modes
of conveyance which are mostly peculiar
to cities were not responsible for this
great slaughter. Street, or so-called
horse railroads, killed 62 persons,omnibuses 55, cabs 61, and carriages 82, and
these numbers show how gfeat is the
skill and care exercisedin the crowded
streets of cities. , The source of the remaining 1,053 deaths by horses is not
given in our authority(a Scotch paper),
but it is probable that exercise in the
saddle had much to do with them. There
were 942 deaths in coal mines, and 118
in copper, tin, iron and other mines.
Lightning killed 25, sunstroke 90, and
cold 114. There were 461 persons poisoned, about one-third being suicides.
The bite of a fox, of a rat, of ml^ch,
the scratch of a Cat, and ‘the sting of a
.

A New French Revolution.
According to Emmeline Raymond, the Paris
fashioncorrespondent of Harper's Bazar ) we
are on the eve of a revolution * but it will, in all
probability, be bloodless, and one that American ladies will hail with joy. We refer to the
descriptionof a new costume (see Baxa»', ot
March 31), which renders crinoline indispensable. Not the discarded styles of former days,
but sensible,
j, ruu«ui~Di£uut
small-sized, eicgniii
elegant hiuris
skirt* ; iiui
flat ill
in
front and close
sid with a graceful train
lose at the sides,
at the back ; admirably adapted to stistalnthe
new Princesse
sse and Gabrielle robes. We learn
from various sources that this new Paris fash
ion is supersedingall others.—Lady’* Journal.
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Milk ax Food.
A
Chemical analysis disclosesthe fact
that among the many articles used for
food there are Ofily two, -wheat and milk, it
which contain all the elements of the S1*
human body, and in the premer proportion. Other articles, such is butter,
sugar, simp, and fat of ell kinds, are
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that, if your grocer does not have, and will not
get, Doolet’h Yeast Powder for you, you can
send 20 cents for quarter, 35 cents for half, or
60 cents for one pound can. Direct tifcPoounr
A Brother, New York, aud you will receive it
by return of mail. Always use it for the delicious Vienna rolls.

XlMFElXA*1.00a

Nothimfeo Cheap and Nothing *0 Important.
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Queer Language

in the Pulpit.

E.

Talmage said, as he began his serfew Sundays Hgo, that the reason
he hud preached ten sermon! to men and
none to woman was that the women are
Dr.

mon,

TOTHEPUBLIC."

'Wijkhuijscn,
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men. He

hetter than
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did not sny (ids out

have fewer temptations,

reverential and loving, and

it
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suppose they
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arc,
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ill

Complete,
klfldlof

who, with a book under her arm, has no
appearance of anxiety or perturbation.

and several friends arrived at the
house. They did not keep him waiting
Christ

they adjusted their dress, and, after

two or three knock ings, hasten to the
door, and say, “Why, Is that you f’ ffo.
They were ladies, and always presentable,
f

we always had on our best, ourbest

Groceries,

“Martha, you go and cook, and I will

down and be good." [LaughterJ

sit

Give me a

call

where.

$Mir„Feather8
Sept.

25,

H.

All qualities of Carpets cheap; also,
kinds of Mattrasses.

SEUE.
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Holland, Mich.,

1876.
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WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD

Holland, March

1877,

30,

mmi

-

the fire wonld not burn, of the bread NO. 70,
would not bake, or Martha sculded^her
hand. At any rate, she lost her patience; Drugs,
and with besweated brow, and possibly
Medicines,
i

Cor. Eighth and Fish Streets,

liwj,

with pitcher in one band and the tongs in

and

that ray slater hath left me to serve alone.”

Trusses,

Tinware very Neatly and

Paint Brushes.

and see and give us

29, 1878.

establishment, a restaurant,a laundry, and
a library; while she is also

police,

health

and presidentof her

officer,

residence!

J-

[Great laughter.]

They have

omy.

contend with severe econ-

to

of a hundred
man smokes very

Ninety-nine out

subjected to it. If a

ex-

New York, he

is

The

of making

very desirous

five dollars do the

work of seven at

home

household.She
is president, cashier, teller, and discount
wife is bunker in the

clerk; and there’sa panic every few weeks.
|

prices for all meats.

Laughter.] This severe disciplinewill

pay. Every man will
live in his own house, which will be a
mancion at that. If Stewart’sFilth avenue mansion were lifted into the celestial

who

sat

ashamed to

en-

city, glorious,glorified Lazarus,

in rags on earth, would be

SOUTH

Holland,Feb.

a complete stock at
E. J.

48 2-*

toward.

IHU.

one yeaf. Wagons of my
own manufacture I will
sell

for

SLXXY dollars cash

HARRINGTON.

Work Warranted.
tch hlnR w'll‘

HARBIXOTOX.

Speciality

Walsh’s C ugh Candy.

noLuim. Sepl.mher 1, 1875.

The best COUGH

Ready Made Clothing— and

CANDY

Boots and Shoes at
[Official.]

ment and was called to order by

the

la8t

W"e

meel'Dg

Of

Mayor. And we

Present: Mayor Schaddelee, Aid. Sprietsnia, Cropley , DeVries, Van der Veen,
bch mid and the Clerk.

approved! °f

new shop we have pur
chased entire new Machinery,

In re-building our

Common OonnciL
Wednesday, April 25, 1877.
The Council met pursuantto adjourn-

resd *"d

P. Koninu, bal salary City Marshal ......... $ *2 78

E. J.

Or Re-Sawing Done.

=DR/ir KiLnsr

very

Glrtssimrc,C rockery tUMur paused at the Cheap Store of

HARRINGTON.

E. J.

SPECIALITY.

°n Claims and Accounts

FWrd:

r°mrn?dlDfi:lhe

cepted

f0rma,che8’ ,or payment.— Ac-

of Anne

DOORS, SASH

fo?SSte0d *

AND BLINDS,

Or anything tn our line, manufactured on abort

noti«e.

H.

W. VERBEEK A

___ E. J.

stove-wood

HARRINGTON.

"t8«,e ,U ,,?1chvcwemade mid provided,
the wid mortgage will be foreclosed by a sale at
pnbllc
mortgaged premises therein
.Vvendue of the “'wngagea
ucscrlbed,
described, to wit: ATI
All the south half of the
tbe south
half of the southwestquarter of section thirteen,
town
iown seven nortn,
north, range fourteen west; also the
northeastquarter of the northeast quarter of section twenty-three, town seven north, tangelonrteen
west, containingeighty acres,same more or less,
according to Government Survey, all being in OL
•
tawa bounty
County, State
State ofMIchlgan.'iuhe’f^nt'
of
frvfr doo7

V1.

.

of the Court House of said Otts
city of Grand Haven»f,»“
in said Conntv

with M. pjloward
---and unuun
Jacob Kuite
r
sureties %! each bond.— Approved.
GENERAL ORDER OF THE DAY.
i

as

By Aid. Hoogesteger,
li*ol«d,That the Council dUolve Into
» Comraaiee of the

Whole to act upon ,n

ordinance entitled “An Ordinance, rtlativ"
and duties of the Fire
iJepurtmentand oilier officers in case of
fire. — Adopted.
to the organlzaiiou

The Mayor appoimed
chairman of

Com

Sgip
'mmm

C»i7-=KSSH3
Apply to,
M. D.

HOWARD.

A Good opportuuityfor a

of tbe Whole.

City Lots for Sale

Cheap at

2

UP
mil ™

HANHQOB i SOW LOST, BOV BBTOBES

sim

-

E. J.

A

Secuetary Thompson,of

the

Lawns

n

1875.

Kala^^^hK
Kalamazoo , V

all of which, with the exception of
mazoo, report the growing crup of wheat
condition. 1^
ID Kalamazoo
in splendid couditlon.

couuty the enrly-aown wheat was affected everyyo^i' and^Sjr

T

jjJ

in

HARRINGTON.

Drug Store.

Nathan Keayon, Banker
HOLLAND, MICH.,

Zoii.

the UnltedStatesandEnrope. Partlcularnttcn

'

Am/iffic0
105

FALL AND

8

10

‘Dd ,rom ‘fiPointsInEnro'p.

tf ^

N.

KENYON.

WINTER. 1876.

a full line in Ladies’

new

prints—

Cloaking, Fall

and

New

HARRINGTON.

A

lull

the most beautifiil

E. J.

Furnishing Goods,

all

and Ladies’ Cloaks, and

and Winter

Shawls,

kinds of Gloves.

Harrington.

supply of

fall

and winter hats

allof the latest styles.
Elegant Dress Goods, Fine Cloaking and

Worsted Dress Goods— some of the
richest patterns ever opened here at an

^_

*aa eneclnai, by means of"*whTeh

6mo

Millinery, Toys and Fancy Goods.

varteties at

_

Michigan

City
48—

handsome patterns, at

E. J.

Auriculturalsociety, has received letters
from fort^r different counties in the 'state,

rales at the

me .h.ii {,avf .r”_
Son ITron ^me/ha,1I ^ve prim?t .Sn.

R. W. Ddncaw, Attorney.

Suits,- Infants’ Misses

great variety of

Styles of Ginghams,

Price, In • sealed envelope, only ilz cents

N. B.— Dealers sup

plied at wholesale

new lot of Embroidery

!

---------

CAMPY

intere't>nd

Oiund Havkn, March 80th. A. D. 1877.
n u;
ELI WAKTZKLL, Mortgagee.

Dated,

And

A

TE,Y it.

HARRINGTON.

E. J.

and insertion at

A. Roost, City Clerk.

8t.

HARRINGTON.

E. J.

ordinance and reported progress asking
permission to set agxiin — Accepted. 8
Council adjourned.

by the insect. In

Grist Mill.

Inquire of

pleasant to taie.

. .V
A. D. 1877.
at two o clock In the afternoon, to pay the sum due ness entrustedto

Aid. Oroplej as

After some lime spent in said com. thev
arose aud through their chairman reported
having had under consideration the above

John

HARRINGTON.

E. J.

FOR SALE.

pound

or ounce.

in

on the

at the store of

report of city officers.

this State.

‘

Mlehlmm.

Eastern Salt, Lime, Lath and Shingles
and other articles too numerous to mention

his^i)II<W*ei,eger aPP€ared and

J'1® Vjerk repened aa filed Id his office

new in

F or Sale by the

I

BS?™

Co.

use— For

sa,e in New Y°,k for
JEaL fbe past 30 years, but

Harrinton.

new

in

fimmir
Vr V w M

Tlwc,ed f"r .uils and bleaohed
non-payment of the money securedto be paid bv
are confident^ we can aatiafy all whe •nd unbleached muslins, chesper than ever said mortgage,by reason of which the power to sell
In aald mortgage has become operative,on which
mortgage there la claimedto be due at the date of
E. J.
this not ce the sum of fourteen hundred and fortvnlne dollarsand seven cents, and also an attorner
fee of twenty-five dollarsprovided for In said mortA
style of Poplins
n? ,ult or P^ejllng having been Instlcheap at
tnted at law to recover the debt now remainingso7.m,5
mortgage or any part thereof; NoWI HAVE A STEAM
tlce Is therefore herei.y given, that by virtue of a
E. J. HARRINGTON.
power of wile contained in said mortgage,and nnr-

REPORT OF COMMITTEES.

hi,,

BfflSlB

Mott Approved PatUrnt;

-Referred to Com. on Claims and Ac-

,.p

HARRINGTON.

Planing, Matching,

PETITIONS AND ACCOUNTS.
paymenft0-,,0Win8611,8 Wire PreseDte(1 lor

the

)%»EN.

Holland, Ja)y14, 1876.

MORTOAOF satv

Mill.

Shawls we make

a specialty.

astonishingly low price.

h“d«

E. J.

HARRINGTON.

Fur Cloak trimming, and a large variety
of Ornamental Feathers.

Beautiful Furs, and

of

FOR SALE.

Joseph county the

peach, cherry, and grape buds were never
in a more promising condition than at pre-

Call and

Address the Pobllshera.

Examine. No Trouble to Show Goods.

sent. Plowing began generally through
the state on the 16th inst.

Thi
41 Aaa

CDL7EBVELL BUICIL
St

,

C0„

Viv York; Post Office Box. 4688.

No money required down Inquire of
Holland, April

]fl‘ VA* ^NDEGEND,

*

n'*ln“-'

Horse Shoeing a
E. J.

wMtjf

,

mcEisrix
Planing

—

IN THE

•on Wagon, and I will «jll them Juat aa
cheap, and give a written wananty

..dXp‘

ter it.

meat MARKET

The

HARRINGTON.

The Choicest Groceries and

JACOB KUITE.

1074.

Prop'r.

they have

for

cheaper than any

14,

BE2STD,

MINDERHOUT,

w.

—

paid for Hides.
one in this City.

will be no rents to

etc.

Flannels of every description &nd color very cheap at
E. J.

m ake heaven very attractiveto you. There

J.

.

The Highest market prices

I will sell

ed with the Hotel.

A!§o sole Agent for the

New Dry Goods.

pay the highest market

I will

pensive cigars and eats costly dinners in

room has been fitted up on the
ground floor. Livery concect-

SLEIGHS TRUCKS:

HAUmGTOK’S

Jacob Kuite.

are

Agent, a large and well lighted sample

Light & Heavy Wagons.

VANDERVEEN.

Floor.

For the convenience of CommercUl

Top or Open Buggies

Holland, March 10. 1877. 4-0m

Meat Market,

42-ly

manufacturer of

share

your Patronage.

of

that she conductsa university, a clothing

a

1876.

on First

Office

FLIEMAN,

J.

j

Gall

Harrington,Jr.
John Vaupell.
2,

thl8 Hon'#

lie Rooms are spacious and
well furnished with new and

E. J.

Holland, Dec.

Promptly Repaired.

DOESBURG.

J. 0.

„

Aspect. *

elegant furniture.

TEAMING DONE ON SHORTNOTICE.

Chamois Skins,
Counter, Cloth,
Hair and

Hollakd, Mich., July

:o:.

riR8T-CLA88P|nevery

give usaT trial,

AfiiIllthset^tdl?^atentmarket.

her. He does not know

•

GOOD TURNOUTS GUARANTEED.

and then she would have had some-

thing to worry

OF CITY HOTEL.

*

-

Htable at reasonable rate*.

Oils

Are aold aa cheap at this Drug Store as at any
other. Medicine*warranted to bo itrictlypare.

street,

HOEr.-A.N23. MIOH.

*l/kKa?I3
be*nt,,v1 carrlige*.cutters,and pal?8e&bee«r^“hCS t0 ,he P“»>ic that no
Miuisr’ YCUICICS C«I] 1

Christ, saying, “Lord, dost thou not care

thinks she had ought to have been in Wall

Me.

udjoird

4 -

Paints

•

Salt

BARN WEST

J

1875.

iiwi’SiciTY^Iom

Hardware Store

AND AP0T2SCAS?,
. EIGHTH STREET.

P'»ta"4r«iv,.nd

°f

REID9E^

IbsTIEW

DOESBUHG,

J. 0.

"'k.

AIN'T BID

Holland, Mich., November 5,

Sonte-

But Christ scolded not a word. He
seemed to say. "My dear woman, don’t
worry. Let the dinner go. Sit down on
this ottoman beside Mary, your humble
sister." When a man comes home from
business and sees his wife worn out, he

W

all

»4

M”

"

no 'ioul,, bu*

WlJKHDIJSEN,

Alders.

thing went wrong in the kitchen.Perhaps

other, rushed into the presence of

Stoneware,

and see for
yourself, before you go else

No. 52, Eighth Street.

CALL

Flour & Feed,
Provision, etc

RIVER 8,rREET- - - - woi.r^r,. mioh

cgSSSsSS

Mary, believing in division df labor, said,

the

Clot5!I1\
Mockery,

dftsfl keep on hands full a lock of

*v'

would
not be worth having on. [Laughter.]They
threw open the door and greeted Christ
with, “Good morning. Be sotted.”
Martha went off to the kitchen; while
I

IN*

8nd

However, each of tbenx will wait on the public In

though they might not have oa their best.

WCK

KOFFERS,

&

DEALERS

of the house was Mary, a younger-sister,

till

DUURSEMA

c OS’ FI its,

left

take charge of the premises. The pel

to

is

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

Church, on earth, <md

Bethany, a widow was

uoevricu

.....

.

will be three*fmtrths of the

population in heaven." , In a beautiful
homestead

—

NEW FURNITURE.

easier for

them to become Christians,“They

Stock

-n-

Oousiattag Of

nstnrally more

are

^

My

they’re dreadim,’

Laughter.] Statisticsprore this. They

l

.

V^JiteF0fandw^^

of compliment or In gallantry; althoogh

when woman are bad,

.....

...

I. & S. VAN
eighth STREET
-

DEN SERGE,

....

HOLLAND, MICH

